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(3RD ISSUES) 

 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 10th December, 2021 

MARK:        CFE(8):26.4.18;29.1.1,3,4 
 
COLOR CLAIM: red, dark blue and dark green 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15400.19      FILING DATE: 2nd May, 2019 
  

PROPRIETOR: CHINA UNIONPAY CO. LTD., of 498 Guoshoujing Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201203, P.R. China 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computer; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; downloadable computer 

software for encryption; software for secure data storage and retrieval and transmission of confidential customer information used by 

individuals, banking and financial institutions; downloadable banking software for use in inter-bank bank card information switch and 

interchange system; calculating machines; data processing equipment; magnetic data media; apparatus for recording transmission or 

reproduction of sound or images; downloadable electronic publications; electronic notice boards; microprocessors; monitors [computer 

hardware]; document printers for use with computers; photo printers; thermal printers; video printers; scanners [data processing equipment]; 

bar code readers; computer software applications, downloadable, computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable and computer 

software, recorded to enable bank cards or smart cards to interact with terminals and card readers; encoded magnetic cards; chips [integrated 

circuits]; magnetically encoded charge cards, bank cards, credit cards, debit cards and payment cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; 

magnetic identity cards; card readers for magnetically encoded cards and cards containing an integrated circuit chip; downloadable computer 

software for the management of data; data processing apparatus; readers [data processing equipment]; quantity indicators; time recording 

apparatus; automatic vending machines; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; money counting and sorting machines; counterfeit coin 

detectors; computer software applications, downloadable; encoded key cards; computer hardware; interactive touch screen terminals; 

computer game software, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; card reading equipment; DNA chips; 

biometric identity cards magnetic identity cards for use in connection with payment services; computer terminals for banking purposes; 

computer terminals; counters; cash registers; automated teller machines [ATM]; Point-of-Sale terminals [POS terminals]; ticket dispensers; 

holograms; facial recognition apparatus; biometric iris scanners; biometric retinal scanners; biometric scanners; video screens; electric 

installations for the remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolysers; fingerprint imagers; fingerprint scanners; optical 

fibers [light conducting filaments]; 36 for insurance consultancy; providing insurance information, insurance underwriting; insurance 

brokerage; business liquidation services, financial; financial analysis; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; providing 

financial information; financial research; financial sponsorship; financing services; saving bank services; financial customs brokerage 

services; financial management services; banking services; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; e-wallet 

payment services; financial exchange services; capital investment; investment of funds; electronic funds transfer and currency exchange 

services; electronic payment services involving electronic processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data including payment 

authorization and payment settlement services via a website; financial services, namely, banking provided over the telephone and internet or 

other electronic means; financial services in the nature of issuance of bank cards, credit cards, debit cards, prepaid cards, charge cards, cash 

disbursement, check verification and check cashing; electronic cash transactions; credit card verification; payment and funds verification 

services; credit card and debit card verification; issuing and redemption of traveler's cheques and travel vouchers; electronic banking services 

via a global computer network; on-line banking; home banking; financial information; financial consultancy; automated teller machine 

services; processing of electronic payments conducted through POS terminals; clearing, financial; bill payment services provided through a 

website; providing financial information via a web site. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The Chinese character “YIN” means “SILVER” and “LIAN” means “UNION” or “UNITED”. 

 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, Attorneys at Law, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway 
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MARK:  PURPLE 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15417.19      FILING DATE: 18th June, 2019 
  

PROPRIETOR: NATIONAL GYPSUM PROPERTIES, LLC., of 2001 Rexford Road, Charlotte, North Carolina 28211, United States of 

America  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 19 for non-metal ceiling panels; sheathing board; drywall; gypsum board. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application field on the 19th day of December, 2018 under number 88235203 in the U.S.A. 

 

AGENT: Barrow & Williams LLP, Attorneys at law, of Equity House, 84 Albert Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:       CFE(8):24.17.15 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15504.19          FILING DATE: 29th July, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4a. Calle Y 2a. Avenida "A", Lote 18 "A", kilómetro 30.5, Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for contraceptive pharmaceutical products, namely, hormones for medical purposes [hormonal 

preparations]. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  DERVIDA      
  
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15615.19          FILING DATE: 19th September, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4a. Calle Y 2a. Avenida "A", Lote 18 "A", kilómetro 30.5, Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for non-medicated cosmetics preparations for skin care, namely, cream for body and face to reduce 

scars and stretch marks; 5 for pharmaceutical products and preparations to prevent scars and stretch marks. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: DORMIMEN 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15617.19          FILING DATE: 19th September, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, of 4a. Calle Y 2a. Avenida "A", Lote 18 "A", kilómetro 30.5, Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceutical products, namely, antidepressants, muscle, relaxants, sedative, sleep inducer, 

psychotropic, benzodiazepines. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: COCO 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15737.19          FILING DATE: 31st October, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: CHANEL LIMITED, of Queensway, Croydon, CR9 4DL, England 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for non-medicated preparation for application to and care of the skin, scalp, hair and nails; almond 

soap, shaving soap, deodorant soap, antiperspirant soap, cakes of soap, soap for brightening textile, soap for foot perspiration; perfumes; 

essential oils; make-up; deodorant for human beings; cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations, namely, shampoo, hair conditioner, 

aftershave lotions, shaving soap, talcum powder for toilet use, cosmetic sunscreen preparations, cleansing milk for toilet purposes, tissues 

impregnated with make-up removing preparations, body wash, toilet water. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  LEADER 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15783.19      FILING DATE: 14th November, 2019 
  

PROPRIETOR: KARNN NANDWANEY, of P.O. BOX 7, 121 4th Avenue South, Corozal, Corozal District, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for 

roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; smokers' 

articles namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes, lighters. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

MARK:  777 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15785.19      FILING DATE: 14th November, 2019 
  

PROPRIETOR: KARNN NANDWANEY, of P.O. BOX 7, 121 4th Avenue South, Corozal, Corozal District, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for 

roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; smokers' 

articles namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes, lighters. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

MARK:  PHANTOM 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15786.19      FILING DATE: 14th November, 2019 
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PROPRIETOR: KARNN NANDWANEY, of P.O. BOX 7, 121 4th Avenue South, Corozal, Corozal District, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for 

roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; smokers' 

articles namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes, lighters. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

MARK:  CARTEL 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15790.19      FILING DATE: 14th November, 2019 
  

PROPRIETOR: KARNN NANDWANEY, of P.O. BOX 7, 121 4th Avenue South, Corozal, Corozal District, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for 

roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; smokers' 

articles namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes, lighters. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

MARK:  LUISIANA             
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15837.19         FILING DATE: 5th December, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: Gruma S.A.B. de C.V., of  Rio de Plata #407 Ote. Col del Valle San Pedro Garza Garcia 66220 Mexico 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for dried beans, namely, whole black and red beans; processed beans, namely, mashed ground black 

and red beans; cooked beans, namely, ground black and red beans with chili; 30 for rice; rice pudding. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:                    CFE(8):26.1.2,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15957.20          FILING DATE: 7th February, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Sunkist Growers, Inc., of 27770 N. Entertainment Drive, Valencia, California 91355-1092, U.S.A. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for tea-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; cocoa; chocolate powders; cocoa-based 

beverages; chocolate-based beverages; flavorings, other than essential oils, for beverages; confectionery made of sugar; chocolate-based 

fillings for cakes and pies; custard-based fillings for cakes and pies; chocolate; ice creams; gelatos; sorbets [ices]; edible ices; frozen 

confections; candies, namely, gummy candies, sugarless candies, ice candies, chocolate candies and hard candies; mints for breath 

freshening; chewing gum, not for medical purposes; muffins mixes; biscuits; brownie mixes; mixes for making baking batters; cakes; cake 

frosting [icing]; pastries; cereal preparations for food; cereal-based snack bars and snack foods; grain-based food bars and snack foods; 

granola-based food bars and snack foods; condiments, vinegar, sauces [condiments], spices, marinades and starch syrup, all for food. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 
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MARK: TOWMOTOR 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16049.20          FILING DATE: 27th March, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift America Inc., of 2121 W. Sam Houston Parkway N., Houston, Texas 77043, United 

States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for material handling vehicles, namely fork lift trucks and replacement parts therefor, namely, back-

up warning alarms for vehicles, brakes for land vehicles, brake linings for vehicles, brake shoes for vehicles, vehicle bumpers, cabs 

[passenger compartments of forklift vehicles], anti-skid chains, driving chains for land vehicles, transmission chains for land vehicles, 

automobile chains, clutches for land vehicles, direction signals for vehicles, doors for vehicles, electric motors for land vehicles, gear boxes 

for land vehicles, gearing for land vehicles, horns for vehicles, hubs for vehicle wheels, brake rotors for land vehicles, vehicle seats, 

transmission shafts for land vehicles, shock absorbers for vehicles, spark plugs for vehicles, shock absorbing springs for vehicles, vehicle 

suspension springs, tires for vehicles, torque converters for land vehicles, combination transmission control units and gear shifting 

mechanisms for automatic transmissions sold as aftermarket parts for motor land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles, valves for vehicle 

tires, vehicle wheels, vehicle wheel hubs, and land vehicle suspension parts, namely, coil springs. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

 

 

MARK: SAN MARCOS 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16097.20          FILING DATE: 9th April, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: EMPACADORA SAN MARCOS, S.A. de C.V., of Carretera Puebla-Amozoc Oriental KM. 54, 75120 Nopalucan, 

Puebla, México 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for preserved olives; preserved garlic; tuna, not live; preserved onions; preserved mushrooms; 

desiccated coconut; compotes; tomato paste; pickles; fruit salads; vegetable salads; horticultural comestible products, namely, meats for 

human consumptions, freeze-dried vegetables and milk products; seaweed extracts for food; fish fillets; preserved, processed and refried 

beans; canned, preserved crystalized, frozen and stewed fruits; prepared nuts; jellies for food; fruit jellies; hummus [chickpea paste]; tomato 

juice for cooking; vegetable juices for cooking; marmalade; vegetable mousses; gherkins; sea-cucumbers, not live; freeze-dried meat, 

namely, shellfish, not live; preserved fish; salted fish; fruit pulp; tomato puree; fruit-based snack food; fruit chips; salmon, not live; sardines, 

not live; vegetables cooked, preserved, canned, dried; preserved chili peppers; nopales, namely vegetable preserved and vegetables canned; 

green tomatoes, namely, vegetables preserved and vegetables canned; 30 for capers; preserved garden herbs [seasonings]; fruit jellies 

[confectionery]; barbecue sauce; chili sauce; tomato sauce; sauces [condiments]; fruit coulis [sauces]; tomato-based sauces; fruit sauces 

[condiments]; bean meal; peppers [seasonings]; vinegar; Mexican sauces and dressings, namely, cooking sauces, dipping sauces, salad 

sauces, fruit sauces, salsa sauces, ready-made sauces, savory sauces used as condiments. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK:       CFE(8):26.4.18;29.1.2,4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16098.20          FILING DATE: 9th April, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: EMPACADORA SAN MARCOS, S.A. DE C.V., of Carretera Puebla-Amozoc Oriental KM. 54, 75120 Nopalucan, 

Puebla, México 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for preserved olives; preserved garlic; tuna, not live; preserved onions; preserved mushrooms; 

desiccated coconut; compotes; tomato paste; pickles; fruit salads; vegetable salads; horticultural comestible products, namely, meats for 

human consumption fresh, chilled and frozen, freeze-dried vegetables and milk products; seaweed extracts for food; fish fillets; preserved, 

processed and refried beans; canned, preserved crystalized, frozen and stewed fruits; prepared nuts; jellies for food; fruit jellies; hummus 

[chickpea paste]; tomato juice for cooking; vegetable juices for cooking; marmalade; vegetable mousses; gherkins; sea- cucumbers, not live; 

freeze-dried meat, namely, shellfish, not live; preserved fish; salted fish; fruit pulp; tomato puree; fruit-based snack food; fruit chips; salmon, 

not live; sardines, not live; vegetables cooked, preserved, canned, dried; preserved chili peppers; nopales, namely, vegetables preserved and 

vegetables canned; green tomatoes, namely, vegetables preserved and vegetables canned; 30 for capers; preserved garden herbs [seasonings]; 

fruit jellies [confectionery]; barbecue sauce; chili sauce; tomato sauce; sauces [condiments]; fruit coulis [sauces]; tomato-based sauces; fruit 

sauces [condiments]; bean meal; peppers [seasonings]; vinegar; Mexican sauces and dressings, namely, cooking sauces, dipping sauces, 

salad sauces, fruit sauces, salsa sauces, ready-made sauces, savory sauces used as condiments.  

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  CFE(8):26.1.2,15,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16252.20          FILING DATE: 9th June, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics and non-medicated toiletry preparations for the care of the skin and hair; 5 for medicated 

preparations for treating conditions of the skin and hair. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the words “PEDIATRICIAN RECOMMENDED”, 

separately and apart from the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: RUTMEN 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16287.20          FILING DATE: 19th June, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4a Calle y 2ª Avenida "A", Lotes 18 "A", y 19, kilómetro 30.5, Zona 

Franca, Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for antihistamine and antiallergic pharmaceutical products, antipyretics, anitconvulsants, 

antidepressants, antidiabetic preparations, antiemetics, antispasmodics, antitussives, expectorants, muscle relaxants; pharmaceutical 

preparations for the treatment of diseases and disorder of the respiratory system; medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment 

and prevention of endocrinosis, including diabetes and it complications; medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 

polycystic ovarian syndrome; dermatological pharmaceutical products; antibiotics, antivirals, vaccines, medicinal and pharmaceutical 

preparations in the treatment of osteoporosis treatment. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 
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MARK:           CFE(8):26.4.1,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16370.20          FILING DATE: 14th July, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: NATURE’S TRUTH LLC, of 2120 Smithtown Avenue, Ronkonkoma, New York 11779, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for vitamins and mineral food supplements; nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; food 

supplements; and herbal supplements. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK: DISCOVERY+           
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16374 .20          FILING DATE: 17th July, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Discovery Communications, LLC, of 8403 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for digital media, namely, downloadable prerecorded video recording, prerecorded audio recording, 

featuring subjects of general human interest; downloadable graphics and music via a global computer network in the field of general human 

interest; downloadable motion pictures and television shows in the field of general human interest; downloadable computer software for 

streaming audio-visual media content via the Internet and to mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable computer software for use in 

streaming audio-visual content; downloadable computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices and for viewing, 

searching and playing audio, video, television, movies, digital images, and multimedia content; downloadable computer software for use in 

processing, transmitting, receiving, organizing, manipulating, playing, reviewing, reproducing and streaming audio, video and multimedia 

content including text, data, image, audio, video and audiovisual files; 38 for communications services, namely, transmitting streamed sound 

and audio-visual recordings via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; audio and video 

broadcasting services over the internet; transmission of information in the audio-visual field; television broadcasting services; cable 

television broadcasting; satellite television broadcasting; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission, broadcasting, and 

delivery of entertainment media content; transmission of podcasts; telecommunication services, namely, transmission of webcasts video-on-

demand transmission services; providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users; providing Internet chat rooms 

and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; providing access to aggregated 

content in the field of general human interest via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia 

networks; 41 for entertainment and educational services, namely, ongoing multimedia programs in the field of general interest, distributed 

via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; providing ongoing television programs in the field of general human 

interest; providing over the top (OTT) entertainment programming in the field of general human interest; production of television programs; 

production of multimedia programs; providing entertainment information regarding ongoing television programs via a global computer 

network; entertainment services in the nature of providing entertainment and educational programs and content, namely, television programs, 

clips, graphics and information relating to television programs in the field of general human interest via the internet, electronic 

communications networks, computer networks and wireless communications networks. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: RAPTAN 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16375.20          FILING DATE: 22nd July, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Químicos y Lubricantes, S.A., of Anillo Periférico 17-36, zona 11, Guatemala City 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for veterinary preparations; dietetic food adapted for veterinary use; dietary supplements for animals; 

preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:      CFE(8):29.1.1;26.11.3,22 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16388.20      FILING DATE: 29th July, 2020 
  

PROPRIETOR: The Coca-Cola Company, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30313. United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for beer; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juices; syrups for 

beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “CLASSIC”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:           CFE(8):26.11.1,12;27.5.4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16393.20      FILING DATE: 4th August, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Midea Group Co., Ltd., of B26-28F, Midea Headquarter Building, No.6 Midea Avenue, Beijiao, Shunde, Foshan, 

Guangdong, P.R. China 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 7 for disintegrators; saw blades [parts of machines]; papermaking machines; dry cleaning machines; 

wringing machines for laundry; industrial robots; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; starters for motors and engines; dynamos; 

generators of electricity; dynamo belts; electric motors for refrigerators; motors, other than for land vehicles; filters being parts of machines 

or engines; compressors [machines]; turbocompressors; compressors for refrigerators; compressed air machines; pumps [machines]; faucets 

[parts of machines, engines or motors]; pressure valves [parts of machines]; vacuum cleaners; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; 

rechargeable sweepers; steam mops; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; garbage disposal 

units; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; agricultural machines; printing presses; machines for the textile industry; mixing 

machines; agitators; churns; mills [machines]; butter machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; kitchen grinders, electric; 

beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; juice extractors, electric; dishwashers; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; 

blenders, electric, for household purposes; kitchen machines, namely, electric standing mixers; beaters, electric; food processors, electric; 

coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; washing machines [laundry]; tea processing machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; 

leather-working machines; ironing machines; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; bicycle assembling machines; brick making 

machines; engraving machines; cord making machines; wrapping machines; machines for processing plastics; glass-working machines; 

electromechanical machines for chemical industry; rinsing machines; rolling mills; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; hoists; stamping 
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machines; metalworking machines; steam engines; carburetters; hydraulic turbines; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; industrial 

machinery, namely, electromechanical marking machines; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; welding machines, electric; 9 for 

downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in database management; Downloadable software in the nature of a 

mobile application for use as a spreadsheet; Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for word processing; data 

processing apparatus; computer programs, recorded; couplers [data processing equipment]; monitors [computer programs]; humanoid robots 

with artificial intelligence; handheld computers; USB flash drives; mouse pads; cases for smartphones; tablet computers; electronic key 

cards; encoded key cards; sleeves for laptops; scales; weighing apparatus and instruments; electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; 

electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; transponders; smartphones; modems; network routers; virtual reality headsets; 

security surveillance robots; video monitors; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; portable media players; video baby 

monitors; electronic book readers; cabinets for loudspeakers; surveying apparatus and instrument; air analysis apparatus; food analysis 

apparatus; detectors; temperature indicators; thermostats; Materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables for cellphones; semi-

conductors; light switches; switches, electric; control panels [electricity]; electric plugs; connectors [electricity]; circuit breakers; frequency 

converters; remote controls for radios; remote controls for televisions; remote controls for stereos; Remote controls for air-conditioning 

apparatus; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices; chips [integrated circuits]; integrated 

circuits; electron tubes; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; electronic numeric displays; computer software applications, 

downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; piezoelectric sensors; climate control digital thermostats; alarm bells, electric; fire alarms; 

theft prevention installations, electric; locks, electric; padlocks, electronic; biometric fingerprint door locks; digital door locks; electronic 

access control systems for interlocking doors; smoke detectors; eyeglasses; eyeglass cases; rechargeable batteries; batteries, electric; battery 

chargers; USB charging ports; time recording apparatus; apparatus to check stamping mail; counterfeit coin detectors; ticket dispensers; 

measures; electronic notice boards; cameras [photography]; optical lenses; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 

operations; heat regulating apparatus; electrolysers; fire extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection 

devices for personal use against accidents; animated cartoons; electrified fences; fridge magnets; decorative magnets. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: CILGlobal IP Ltd., of 35 Barrack Road, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  FOSTER WHEELER            

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16406.20         FILING DATE: 13th August, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Amec Foster Wheeler Group Limited, of Booths Park, Chelford Road, Knutsford, Chesire, WA16 8QZ, United 

Kingdom 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for automatic combustion control machines and instruments and structural parts thereof; condensers 

[capacitors]; 11 for steam generators and structural parts thereof, namely, furnaces, other than for laboratory use, water heaters, heating 

boilers and gas boilers, chimney flues, steam accumulators, air valves for steam heating installations, and structural framework for steam 

generators; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; water heaters and boilers for industrial use and structural parts thereof; oil and gas burners 

for industrial use; heat-recovery equipment, comprised primarily of heat recovery steam generators; nitrogen oxide reduction systems, 

comprised of gas scrubbers; selective non-catalytic and catalytic nitrogen oxide reduction systems, comprised primarily of catalyst chambers, 

storage tanks, vaporizers, pumps, fans, ammonia injection grids, soot blowers and sonic horns that use chemicals, air pressure, noise 

vibrations, and mechanical means to reduce certain chemical compounds to different, less harmful compounds, including reducing nitrogen-

oxide (NOx) to nitrogen and water, and low nitrogen oxide combustion systems, comprised primarily of low-NOx burners and related 

components, including those that use over-fired air; emissions control systems, comprised primarily of special low NOx burners and NOx 

reduction systems, comprised primarily of selective non-catalytic and catalytic NOx reduction systems, which in turn are comprised 

primarily of catalyst chambers, storage tanks, vaporizers, pumps, fans, ammonia injection grids, soot blowers and sonic horns that use 

chemicals, air pressure, noise vibrations, and mechanical means to reduce certain chemical compounds to different, less harmful compounds, 

including reducing NOx to nitrogen and water; refuse disposal installations, namely, waste disposal incinerators; heating and cooling 

apparatus, comprised primarily of direct fire furnaces, including fired heaters and waste heat recovery generators, furnaces used in delayed 

coking and hydrogen production technologies, feed water heaters, condensers, surface condensers; chemical and petroleum processing plants 

and equipment, comprised primarily of fired heaters and waste heat recovery units; water purification machines for use in the oil and gas, oil 

refining, chemical and petrochemical, environmental, power generation, and power plant operation and maintenance industries; combustion 

control systems comprised of structural parts for industrial boilers. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  TOPO CHICO 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16434.20      FILING DATE: 2nd September, 2020 
  

PROPRIETOR: The Coca-Cola Company, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30313, United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 33 for hard seltzers; alcoholic beverages, except wine and beer. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 5th day of June, 2020 under number UK00003497528 in the United 

Kingdom. 

 

TRANSLATION: The Spanish words “TOPO CHICO”, when translated to English  are “LITTLE MOLE”. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK:  TOPO CHICO 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16435.20      FILING DATE: 2nd September, 2020 
  

PROPRIETOR: The Coca-Cola Company, of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta, Georgia 30313, United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for beer; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juices; syrups for 

beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The Spanish words “TOPO CHICO”, when translated to English  are “LITTLE MOLE”. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  RICOTA  
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16492.20          FILING DATE: 25th September, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: CHONGQING AMITY MACHINERY CO., LTD., of No. 200 ZHONGSHAN 2 ROAD, YUZHONG DISTRICT 

CHONGQING 400014, CHINA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for advertising; online advertising on a computer network; business management assistance; 

organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 

others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 

businesses]; personnel management consultancy; administrative services for the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into 

computer databases; rental of office machinery and equipment; book-keeping; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; rental of sales 

stands; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, 

veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; employment agency; commercial information agency services; marketing; 

provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Dujon & Dujon, Attorneys at Law, of 24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 

 

MARK: SIMPLY SLEEP           
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16522.20          FILING DATE: 7th October, 2020 
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PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for sleeping pills. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “SLEEP”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:    CFE(8):29.1.15   

 

COLOR CLAIM: red, orange, yellow, green, purple and blue 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16528.20          FILING DATE: 7th October, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Discovery Communications, LLC, of 8403 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland, 20910, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for digital media, namely, downloadable prerecorded video clips, prerecorded audio clips, text and 

graphics held in electronic personal computers and handheld wireless devices, all featuring subjects of general human interest; downloadable 

audio, video and audiovisual content provided via computer and communications networks featuring TV shows and video recordings all 

featuring subjects of general human interest; downloadable computer software for streaming audio-visual media content via the internet and 

to mobile digital electronic devices; downloadable computer software for use in streaming audio-visual content; downloadable computer 

software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices and for playing audio, video, television, movies, other digital images, and 

other multimedia content; downloadable computer software for use in processing, transmitting, receiving, organizing, manipulating, playing, 

reviewing, reproducing and streaming audio, video and multimedia content including text, data, image, video and audiovisual files; 38 for 

communications services, namely, transmitting streamed sound and audio-visual recordings via the Internet, cable networks, wireless 

networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet; transmission of information 

in the audio-visual field; television broadcasting services; cable television broadcasting; satellite television broadcasting; mobile media 

services in the nature of electronic transmission broadcasting, and delivery of entertainment media content; podcasting services namely 

transmission of podcasts; webcasting services; video-on-demand transmission services; providing on-line forums for transmission of 

messages among computer users; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in 

the field of general interest; providing access to aggregated content in the field of general human interest via the internet, cable networks, 

wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; 41 for entertainment and educational services, namely, ongoing multimedia 

programs in the field of general interest, distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; providing ongoing 

television programs in the field of general human interest; production of television programs; production of multimedia programs; providing 

entertainment information regarding ongoing television programs via a global computer network; entertainment services in the nature of 

providing entertainment and educational programs and content, namely, television programs, clips, graphics and information relating to 

television programs in the field of general human interest via the internet, electronic communications networks, computer networks and 

wireless communications networks. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis on application filed on the 13th day of August, 2020 under number 90112225 in the USA 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK:           CFE(8):26.1.1,14 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16550.20           FILING DATE: 29th October, 2020 
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PROPRIETOR: Beijing Shenmo Culture Communication Co. Ltd., of Room 1203, Block C1, Wanliuyicheng Plaza, No.7 

Changchunqiao Road, Haidian District, Beijing City, China 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 41 for academies [education]; teaching; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; 

publication of texts, other than publicity texts; nursery schools; publication of books; providing on-line electronic publications, not 

downloadable; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; videotaping; club services [entertainment or education]. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the words, EDUCATION INT”, “SINCE 1998” and 

“EDUCATION”, separately and apart from the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: Dujon & Dujon, Attorneys at Law, of 24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 

 

MARK:   CFE(8):2.9.4;4.5.1;26.1.1,14,16;29.1.1,3 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16563.20         FILING DATE: 2nd November, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: Rapidito Loans Co. Ltd., of No. 19 Muffles Street, Orange Walk Town, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for apartment house management; rental of apartments; bail-bonding; banking; business liquidation 

services, financial; capital investment; clearing, financial, credit bureau services; issuance of credit cards; debt collection agency services; 

deposits of valuables; e-wallet payment services; electronic funds transfer; electronic transfer of virtual currencies; exchanging money; 

arranging finance for construction projects; financial analysis; financial customs brokerage services; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, 

real estate]; financial exchange of virtual currency; financial management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; 

providing financial information; providing financial information via a web site; financing services; hire-purchase financing; instalment loans; 

insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; insurance underwriting; investment of funds; jewellery appraisal; lending against security; life 

insurance underwriting; loans [financing]; organization of monetary collections; mortgage banking; rental of offices [real estate]; rental of 

offices for co-working; pawnbrokerage; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; provident fund services; 

preparation of quotes for cost estimation purposes; real estate affairs; real estate agency services; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage; 

real estate management; rental of real estate; rent collection; safe deposit services; securities brokerage; providing monetary exchange 

services, namely, exchanging gold of others for cash; financial services, namely, gold trading; providing personal loans and lines of credit; 

providing temporary loans. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The word “RAPIDITO”, when translated in English is “QUICK”. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the words “RAPIDITO”, “LOANS”, “1995” and 

“RELIABILITY AND SATISFACTION”, separately and apart from the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, Attorneys at law, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 1/2 Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, Belize 

MARK:       CFE(8):26.1.1,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16693.20          FILING DATE: 30th December, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Hard Rock Limited, of 13-14 Esplanade, St. Helier, JE1 1EE Jersey 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable and recorded electronic game software for use on mobile phones, handheld 

computers, desktop computers and other electronic mobile devices; downloadable and recorded computer application software for mobile 

phones, handheld computers, desktop computers and other electronic mobile devices; downloadable and recorded software, namely, software 

for games of chances, software for social games, software for free to play games and sports betting, software for casino and poker games via 

the internet and wireless devices;  41 for entertainment services, namely, providing games including games of chance, social games, free to 

play games and sports betting, casino and poker games via the internet; entertainment services in the nature of providing transactional betting 

and gaming, casino, sports and horse racing betting and wagering services; entertainment services in the nature of fantasy sports leagues and 

tournaments; arranging, organizing, conducting and hosting social entertainment events; gaming services in the nature of online casino 

gaming; betting services; game services provided only from a computer network for casino, bingo, poker, horse racing, sports, gambling, 

rewards and competitions; providing online non-downloadable game software; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting 

interactive peer to peer gambling competitions via global computer network, social networking and mobile phones, personal electronic 

devices, and portable electronic game systems; gaming services in the nature of providing retail and land-based sports betting and over the 

counter betting and wagering services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “DIGITAL”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles& Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

 

MARK:        CFE(8):27.5.4 
  
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16713.21      FILING DATE: 19th January, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: Químicos y Lubricantes, S.A., of Anillo Periférico 17-36 zona 11, 01011, Guatemala, C.A. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 1 for mineral, organic, inorganic fertilizers, for fertilizing preparations in soil, physical and chemical 

blends, fertilizers for soil and crops; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; compost, manure for 

agriculture, fertilizers; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the words “FERT” & “FERTILIZER”, separately and 

apart from the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, The Matalon, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 
 

MARK:   
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16719.21      FILING DATE: 19th January, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA, also trading as Toshiba Corporation, of 1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 42 for architectural consultancy; architectural services; bacteriological research; biological research; 

chemical analysis; chemical research; chemistry services; clinical trials; cloud computing; computer programming; computer rental; 

computer security consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; computer system 
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design; computer technology consultancy; computer virus protection services; rental of computer software; construction drafting; 

consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 

conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and designing website-based indexes of information 

for others [information technology services]; creating and maintaining websites for others; data encryption services; data security 

consultancy; development of computer platforms; digitization of documents [scanning]; duplication of computer programs; electronic data 

storage; engineering; exploration services in the field of the oil, gas and mining industries; geological prospecting; geological research; 

geological surveys; hosting computer sites [web sites]; industrial design; information technology [IT] consultancy; information technology 

services provided on an outsourcing basis; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website; 

installation of computer software; internet security consultancy; land surveying; maintenance of computer software; mechanical research; 

medical research; meteorological information; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems for 

detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; off-site data backup; oil-field surveys; 

platform as a service [PaaS]; quality control; recovery of computer data; research and development of new products for others; research in 

the field of building construction; research in the field of physics; research in the field of telecommunications technology; scientific 

laboratory services; scientific research; providing search engines for the internet; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; software 

development in the framework of software publishing; styling [industrial design]; surveying; conducting technical project studies; technical 

writing; technological consultancy; technological research; telecommunications technology consultancy; material testing; updating of 

computer software; urban planning; user authentication services using single sign-on technology for online software applications; user 

authentication services using technology for e-commerce transactions; rental of web servers; website design consultancy; 43 for 

accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; bar services; boarding house bookings; boarding house services; cafe services; 

cafeteria services; providing campground facilities; canteen services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking 

apparatus; day-nursery [creche] services; rental of drinking water dispensers; food and drink catering; holiday camp services [lodging]; 

hookah lounge services; hotel reservations; hotel services; information and advice in relation to the preparation of meals; rental of meeting 

rooms; motel services; personal chef services; reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]; 

restaurant services; retirement home services; self-service restaurant services; snack-bar services; rental of temporary accommodation; 

temporary accommodation reservations; rental of tents; tourist home services; udon and soba restaurant services; washoku restaurant 

services; 44 for alternative medicine services; aquaculture services; aromatherapy services; beauty salon services; chiropractic; convalescent 

home services; dentistry services; depilatory waxing; dietary and nutritional advice; farming equipment rental; in vitro fertilization services; 

hair implantation; rental of hair styling apparatus; hairdressing; health care; health centre services; health counselling; health spa services; 

home-visit nursing care; horticulture; hospice services; hospital services; human tissue bank services; landscape design; landscape gardening; 

lawn care; manicuring; massage; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment 

purposes provided by medical laboratories; medical assistance; medical clinic services; medical equipment rental; medical screening; 

midwife services; nursing home services; nursing, medical; opticians' services; orthodontic services; palliative care; pharmacy advice; 

physiotherapy; plastic surgery; preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; services of a psychologist; public bath services for hygiene 

purposes; rehabilitation for substance abuse patients; rest home services; sanatorium services; rental of sanitary installations; sauna services; 

solarium services; speech therapy; rental of surgical robots; tattooing; telemedicine services; therapy services; Turkish bath services; 

visagists' services; 45 for adoption agency services; alternative dispute resolution services; arbitration services; babysitting; clothing rental; 

copyright management; detective agency services; evening dress rental; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; guard services; 

intellectual property consultancy; kimono dressing assistance; leasing of internet domain names; legal administration of licences; legal 

advice in responding to calls for tenders; legal advocacy services; legal compliance auditing; legal consultancy relating to patent mapping; 

legal document preparation services; legal research; legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; legal services in the 

field of immigration; legal watching services; licensing [legal services] in the framework of software publishing; licensing of computer 

software [legal services]; licensing of intellectual property; lifeguard services; litigation services; mediation; missing person investigations; 

monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; night guard services; opening 

of security locks; personal background investigations; personal bodyguarding; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; physical security 

consultancy; registration of domain names [legal services]; regulatory compliance auditing; rental of safes; security screening of baggage; 

tracking of stolen property. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:           CFE(8):26.4.2,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16766.21      FILING DATE: 15th February, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: Frederick E. Williams, of 7 A Armadillo Street, Belize City, Belize 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for retail store services featuring bandanas, rags, hats, note books, exercise books, pen, pencil, 

stickers, tumbler cups, tee-shirts. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

 

MARK: GLADIATOR 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16774.21          FILING DATE: 17th February, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: AVI IMPORTS LIMITED, of Commercial Free Zone, Belize/Mexico Border, Santa Elena, Corozal District 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

 

( 2ND ISSUES) 

 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 24th December, 2021 

 

MARK:                    CFE(8): 2.9.23 

 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 13574.17                     FILING DATE: 3rd May, 2017 

 

PROPRIETOR: H-D U.S.A., LLC, of 3700 W. Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208 United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 14 for jewelry; watches; watch bands; clocks; cases adopted for holding watches and cases being parts of 

watches and clocks; badges of precious metal; jewelry charms; pendants; tie clips; tie pins; medallions; coins; cuff links; earrings; figurines 

of precious metal; hat jewelry and jewelry pins for use on hats; key rings; decorative key fobs; medallions of precious metal, necklaces 

[jewelry]; bracelets [jewelry]; ankle bracelets; shoe jewelry; pins being jewelry; rings [jewelry]; body jewelry; jewelry made of precious 

metal and precious stones; 25   for outer clothing, sweaters, suspenders, scarves, bandannas [neckerchiefs]; Jackets [clothing]; coats; vests; 

gloves [clothing]; jeans; chaps; shirts; shorts; caps being headwear; hats; headgear for wear; belts [clothing]; wristbands as clothing; 

coveralls; hosiery; halter tops; neckties; night shirts; nightgowns; pijamas; pants; rain suits; rain coats; sweatshirts; sweatpants; tank tops; T-

shirts; underwear; headbands [clothing]; leg warmers; apron [clothing]; mittens; lingerie; leather clothing; swimsuits; skirts; bibs not of cloth 

or paper; footwear, namely ankle boots, half-boots, lace boots, athletic shoes, footwear uppers, casual shoes, sandals. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used.  

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION (BEL.IZE) LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:                 CFE(8): 2.9.23;27.3.15 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 13732.17                     FILING DATE: 9th June, 2017 
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PROPRIETOR: H-D U.S.A., LLC, of 3700 W. Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208,United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for motorcycles and structural parts therefore; 25   for  outer clothing, sweaters, suspenders, scarves, 

bandannas [neckerchiefs]; Jackets [clothing]; coats; vests; gloves [clothing]; jeans; chaps; shirts; shorts; caps being headwear; hats; headgear 

for wear; belts [clothing]; wristbands as clothing; coveralls; hosiery; halter tops; neckties; night shirts; nightgowns; pijamas; pants; rain suits; 

rain coats; sweatshirts; sweatpants; tank tops; T-shirts; underwear; headbands [clothing]; leg warmers; apron [clothing]; mittens; lingerie; 

leather clothing; swimsuits; skirts; bibs not of cloth or paper; footwear, namely ankle boots, half-boots, lace boots, athletic shoes, footwear 

uppers, casual shoes, sandals. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used.  

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION (BEL.IZE) LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL            
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 14970.18         FILING DATE: 29th November, 2018 

 

PROPRIETOR: GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL, LLC, of 600 Airport Road, Lakewood, New Jersey, 08701, U.S.A.  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for business auditing in the field of electronic gaming and lottery devices, gaming, lottery and pari-

mutuel systems and consulting services related thereto; business auditing; business information, advisory and consultancy services in the 

field of gaming, electronic gaming, lottery, and pari-mutuel systems; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the 

aforesaid; 41 for providing of training and education, namely, providing classes, seminars, courses, on-line seminars and workshops in the 

fields of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, pari-mutuel, esports, and sports wagering; providing online learning and 

training services, namely, classes, seminars, courses and workshops in the fields of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, 

pari-mutuel, esports, and sports wagering; providing training, learning and education services through integrated learning systems, namely, 

providing classes, seminars, courses, on-line courses and workshops in the fields of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, 

pari-mutuel, esports, and sports wagering; arranging and conducting seminars, classes, workshops and training sessions in relation to 

computer hardware, computer software, IT systems, IT services and cyber security; learning systems services, namely, providing seminars, 

classes, workshops and training sessions in the fields of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, pari-mutuel, esports, and 

sports wagering; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid; 42 for scientific and technological services, 

namely, analysis and testing of goods and services of others in the field of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, pari-

mutuel, esports, sports wagering and research relating thereto; scientific and technological services, namely, analysis and testing of goods 

and services of others in the field of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, lottery, pari-mutuel, esports and sports wagering to 

determine conformity with certification standards; industrial analysis and research services, namely, research, testing, analysis, and 

evaluation of goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry, regulatory, legal, business owners' and certification standards; 

industrial analysis and research services, namely, evaluation of goods or services of others in the field of gaming, iGaming, gambling, 

internet gambling, lottery, pari-mutuel, esports and sports wagering to the order and specification of businesses, governments, and regulatory 

entities; services of quality control testing, evaluation and approval of electronic game apparatus, of programs for electronic games, of lottery 

games and games of chance on behalf of national or governmental gaming regulatory authorities; certification services, namely, services of 

checking compliance with legal and regulatory requirements and standards of electronic game apparatus, of programs for electronic games, 

of lottery games and games of chance on behalf of national or governmental gaming regulatory authorities by means of scientific and 

technical testing, analysis and evaluation; technological certification services, namely, services of testing, analysis and evaluation of 

electronic game apparatus, of programs for electronic games, of lottery games and games of chance of others on behalf of national and 

governmental gaming regulatory authorities to determine compliance with legal and regulatory requirements; technological certification 

services, namely, services of testing, analysis and evaluation of electronic game apparatus, of programs for electronic games, of lottery 

games and games of chance on behalf of national or governmental gaming regulatory authorities; testing and inspecting the functionality of 

electronic gaming and lottery devices, gaming lottery and pari-mutuel systems and associated equipment and consulting services related 

thereto; testing, analysis and evaluation of gaming equipment and gaming software of others for the purpose of certification obtained over a 

wireless communication device; providing remote testing and checking in the nature of analysis services in relation to gaming machines, 

electronic game apparatus, electronic games, lottery games, games of chance, slot machines and video slot machines of others to determine 

conformity with certification standards; information technology [IT] consulting services; quality auditing, namely, product quality testing 

services; auditing of IT systems for others, namely, inspection of IT systems of others for quality control purposes; IT certification services, 

namely, testing, analysis and evaluation of IT systems of others to determine conformity with certification standards; certification services, 

namely, testing, analysis and evaluation related to computer hardware, computer software, IT systems, IT services, data and cyber security 

services of others to determine conformity with certification standards; testing, auditing, analysis and evaluation services for the purpose of 

determining conformity with certification standards of computer hardware, computer software, IT systems, IT services, data and cyber 

security processes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid; 45 for security incident response and 
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investigation services, namely, detective, criminal, private and accident investigation services; reviewing standards and practices to assure 

compliance with laws and regulations in the fields of gaming, iGaming, gambling, internet gambling, pari-mutuel systems, lottery, esports, 

and sports wagering; interviewing of staff of others for security purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the 

aforesaid. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “GAMING”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 29th day of May, 2018 under number 87939,567 in the United States 

of America. 

 

AGENT: ARGUELLES & COMPANY, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  ROSEWOOD           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15330.19         FILING DATE: 10th May, 2019 

 

PROPRIETOR: New World Hotel Management (BVI) Limited, of New World Tower I, 36th Floor, No. 18 Queens Road, Central Hong 

Kong, Hong Kong 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for real estate and property management services; real estate acquisition services; leasing and renting 

of real estate and real property, namely, condominiums, apartments, vacation homes, and villas; real estate time-sharing, namely, 

condominiums, apartments, vacation homes, and villas; homeowners association services, namely, community compliance management in 

the nature of management of common grounds and amenities; 43 for providing information in the field of temporary lodging and 

accommodations; hotel, motel, and resort hotel services; resort condominium lodging; restaurant services, namely, providing of food and 

beverages for consumption on and off the premises; restaurant, bar, and cocktail lounge services; serving of food and drink/beverages; 

providing social meeting, banquet, and social function facilities; provision of conference and meeting facilities; hotel reservation services; 

spa services, namely, providing temporary accommodations and meals to clients of a health, beauty, or day spa; 44 for health spa services, 

namely, providing facial, and body treatments, massage 

treatments, and sauna facilities; beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care, day spa services, namely, nail care, manicures, pedicures, 

and nail enhancements; beauty salon services; massage services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST  CORPORATION (BELIZE) LTD., of Withfield Tower Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  ROSEWOOD RESIDENCES           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15331.19         FILING DATE: 10th May, 2019 

 

PROPRIETOR: New World Hotel Management (BVI) Limited, of New World Tower I, 36th Floor, No. 18 Queens Road, Central Hong 

Kong, Hong Kong 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for real estate and property management services; real estate acquisition services; leasing and renting 

of real estate and real property, namely, condominiums, apartments, vacation homes, and villas; real estate time-sharing, namely, 

condominiums, apartments, vacation homes, and villas; home owners associations, namely, community compliance management in the 

nature of management of common grounds and amenities. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “RESIDENCES”, separately and apart from 

the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST  CORPORATION (BELIZE) LTD., of Withfield Tower Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  SENSE           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15332.19         FILING DATE: 10th May, 2019 

 

PROPRIETOR: New World Hotel Management (BVI) Limited, of New World Tower I, 36th Floor, No. 18 Queens Road, Central Hong 

Kong, Hong Kong 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 44 for health spa services, namely, providing facial, and body treatments, massage treatments, and sauna 

facilities; beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care, day spa services, namely, nail care, manicures, pedicures, and nail enhancements; 

beauty salon services; massage services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST  CORPORATION (BELIZE) LTD., of Withfield Tower Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 

MARK:                  CFE(8): 26.13.25 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15945.20         FILING DATE: 3rd February, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: SNAP INC., of 2772 Donald Douglas Loop North, Santa Monica, California 90405, United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 42 for hosting digital content on the internet and providing online web facilities for others for managing 

and sharing online photographs, videos, text, music and digital content; computer services, namely, creating and designing web pages 

featuring virtual communities for registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking; 

application service provider [ASP] featuring software to enable or facilitate the uploading, downloading, streaming, editing, modifying, 

posting, displaying, linking, sharing, transmission or otherwise providing photographs, videos, music and electronic media or in formation 

over the internet and communication networks; application service provider [ASP] services, namely, hosting computer software applications 

of others; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for photo and video sharing providing software as a service 

[SAAS] for processing electronic payments; providing electronic computer generated codes to identify products and process electronic 

payments; providing electronic verification of on-line orders of digital content and generating electronic permission codes which then allow 

users to access digital content; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable authentication software for controlling access to and 

communications with computers and computer networks; 45 for global computer network-based social introduction and social networking; 

providing social networking and social introduction information and services through computer databases accessible via a global computer 

network; licensing of intellectual property, namely, user created avatars, graphical icons, symbols, fanciful designs, comics, phrases, and 

graphical depictions of people, places and things; verification of personal identity as part of personal background investigations. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 31st day of July, 2019 under number 88555166 in the United States 

of America. 

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK:     CFE(8): 26.1.1, 18 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15969.20              FILING DATE: 14th February, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: VOLKSWAGEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, of Berliner Ring 2, 38440 Wolfsburg, Germany 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for 3D spectacles; abacuses; accelerometers; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; acidimeters for 

batteries; acoustic alarms; acoustic conduits; acoustic couplers; actinometers; adding machines; aerometers; air analysis apparatus; alarm 

bells, electric; alcoholmeters; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; amplifiers; amplifying tubes; anemometers; animal signalling rattles for 

directing livestock; animated cartoons; anodes; answering machines; antennas; anticathodes; anti-glare glasses; anti-interference devices 
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[electricity];anti-theft warning apparatus; apertometers [optics];apparatus and installations for the production of x-rays, not for medical 

purposes; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; apparatus and instruments for physics; apparatus for changing record player needles; 

apparatus for editing cinematographic film; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; 

apparatus for recording distance; apparatus to check franking; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; armatures [electricity]; 

asbestos clothing for protection against fire; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; asbestos screens for firemen; audio- and video-

receivers; audio mixers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; azimuth instruments; baby monitors; baby scales; bags adapted for laptops; 

balancing apparatus; bar code readers; barometers; bathroom scales; batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for lighting; battery boxes; 

battery jars; beacons, luminous; bells [warning devices]; betatrons; biochips; biometric identity cards; biometric passports; blueprint 

apparatus; body harnesses for support when lifting loads; boiler control instruments; branch boxes [electricity]; breathing apparatus for 

underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; bullet-proof clothing; bullet-proof vests; buzzers; calibrating 

rings; calipers; calorimeters; camcorders; capillary tubes; carpenters' rules; carriers for dark plates [photography]; cases especially made for 

photographic apparatus and instruments; cases for smartphones; cassette players; cathodes; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; cell phone 

straps; cell switches [electricity]; centering apparatus for photographic transparencies; central processing units [processors]; chargers for 

electric accumulators; chargers for electronic cigarettes; chemistry apparatus and instruments; chips [integrated circuits]; choking coils 

[impedance]; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use chronographs [time recording apparatus]; cinematographic cameras; circuit 

breakers; circuit closers; circular slide rules; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; climate control digital thermostats; clinometers; 

close-up lenses; clothing especially made for laboratories; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for 

protection against fire; coaxial cables; coils, electric; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; collectors, electric; commutators; 

compact discs [audio-video]; comparators; computer game software, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer hardware; 

computer keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer screen saver software, recorded or 

downloadable; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software, recorded; computers; condensers [capacitors]; conductors, 

electric; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; connections for electric lines; connections, electric; connectors [electricity]; contact 

lenses; contacts, electric; containers for contact lenses; containers for microscope slides; control panels [electricity]; converters, electric; 

copper wire, insulated; cordless telephones; correcting lenses [optics]; cosmographic instruments; counterfeit coin detectors; couplers [data 

processing equipment]; covers for electric outlets; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for smartphones; credit card 

terminals; cupels [laboratory]; current rectifiers; cyclotrons; darkroom lamps [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; decompression 

chambers; decorative magnets; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; densimeters; densitometers; detectors; devices for the projection 

of virtual keyboards; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; diaphragms [acoustics]; diaphragms [photography]; diaphragms for 

scientific apparatus; dictating machines; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; digital photo frames; digital signs; disk drives for computers; 

disks, magnetic; distance measuring apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution 

boxes [electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; divers' masks; diving suits; DNA chips; dog whistles; dosimeters; downloadable 

cryptographic keys for receiving and spending cryptocurrency; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; downloadable e-wallets; 

downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; drainers for use in 

photography; dressmakers' measures; droppers for measuring, other than for medical or household purposes; drying apparatus for 

photographic prints; drying racks [photography]; ducts [electricity]; drainers for use in photography; dynamometers; ear pads for 

headphones; ear plugs for divers; earpieces for remote communication; egg-candlers; electric apparatus for commutation; electric apparatus 

for remote ignition; electric discharge tubes, other than for lighting; electric door bells; electric installations for the remote control of 

industrial operations; electric loss indicators; electric plugs; electric sockets; electrical adapters; electricity conduits; electrified fences; 

electrified rails for mounting spot lights; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for 

the remote control of signals; electrolysers; electromagnetic coils; electronic book readers; electronic collars to train animals; electronic 

interactive whiteboards; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; electronic notice boards; electronic numeric displays; electronic 

pens [visual display units]; electronic sheet music, downloadable; electronic tags for goods; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; 

encoded key cards; enlarging apparatus [photography]; epidiascopes; equalisers [audio apparatus]; ergometers; exposure meters [light 

meters]; eyeglasses; eyepieces; fiber optic cables; film cutting apparatus; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for 

photography; filters for use in photography; finger sizers; fire beaters; fire blankets; fire boats; fire engines; fire extinguishers; fire hose; fire 

hose nozzles; fire pumps; flash-bulbs [photography]; flashing lights [luminous signals]; flashlights [photography]; floppy disks; flowmeters; 

fluorescent screens; fog signals, non-explosive; food analysis apparatus; frames for photographic transparencies; frequency meters; furnaces 

for laboratory use; furniture especially made for laboratories; fuse wire; galena crystals [detectors]; galvanic batteries; galvanic cells; 

galvanometers; gas testing instruments; gasoline gauges; gasometers [measuring instruments]; gauges; glazing apparatus for photographic 

prints; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against x-

rays for industrial purposes; goggles for sports; grids for batteries; hairdressing training heads [teaching apparatus]; hand-held electronic 

dictionaries; hands-free kits for telephones; head cleaning tapes [recording]; head guards for sports; headgear being protective helmets; heat 

regulating apparatus; height measuring instruments; heliographic apparatus; hemline markers; high tension batteries; high-frequency 

apparatus; holders for electric coils; holograms; horns for loudspeakers; hourglasses; hydrometers; hygrometers; identification sheaths for 

electric wires; identification threads for electric wires; identity cards, magnetic; incubators for bacteria culture; inductors [electricity];infrared 

detectors; ink cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; instruments containing eyepieces; integrated circuits; intercommunication 

apparatus; interfaces for computers; inverters [electricity]; invoicing machines; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; jigs 

[measuring instruments]; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; juke boxes for computers; junction sleeves for 

electric cables; kilometer recorders for vehicles; knee-pads for workers; laboratory centrifuges; laboratory pipettes; laboratory robots; 

laboratory trays; lactodensimeters; lactometers; laptop computers; lens hoods; lenses for astrophotography; letter scales; levelling 

instruments; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; life nets; life-saving apparatus and 
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equipment; lifeboats; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; light regulators [dimmers], electric; light-emitting electronic pointers; lighting 

ballasts; lightning conductors; limiters [electricity]; logs [measuring instruments]; magic lanterns; magnetic data media; magnetic encoders; 

magnetic resonance imaging [mri] apparatus, not for medical purposes; magnetic tape units for computers; magnetic tapes; magnetic wires; 

marine compasses; marine depth finders; marking buoys; marking gauges [joinery]; masts for wireless aerials; material testing instruments 

and machines; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; mathematical instruments; measures; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, 

electric; measuring glassware; measuring instruments; measuring spoons; mechanical signs; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; 

megaphones; memory cards for video game machines; mercury levels; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; meteorological 

balloons; meteorological instruments; meters; metronomes; micrometer gauges; micrometer screws for optical instruments; microphones; 

microprocessors; microtomes; mirrors [optics]; mirrors for inspecting work; modems; money counting and sorting machines; monitoring 

apparatus, other than for medical purposes; mouse [computer peripheral]; mouse pads; mouth guards for sports; nanoparticle size analyzers; 

nautical apparatus and instruments; naval signalling apparatus; needles for surveying compasses; neon signs; nets for protection against 

accidents; nose clips for divers and swimmers; notebook computers; objectives [lenses] [optics]; observation instruments; octants; 

ohmmeters; optical apparatus and instruments; optical character readers; optical condensers; optical data media; optical discs; optical fibers 

[light conducting filaments]; optical glass; optical lamps; optical lenses; organic light-emitting diodes [OLED]; oscillographs; oxygen 

transvasing apparatus; ozonisers [ozonators]; padlocks, electronic; parking meters; particle accelerators; pedometers; peepholes [magnifying 

lenses] for doors; periscopes; personal stereos; petri dishes; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; photometers; photovoltaic 

cells; piezoelectric sensors; pince-nez; pitot tubes; plane tables [surveying instruments]; planimeters; plates for batteries; plotters; plumb 

bobs; plumb lines; polarimeters; portable media players; precision balances; precision pressure gauges; pressure indicator plugs for valves; 

pressure indicators; pressure measuring apparatus; printed circuit boards; printed circuits; prisms [optics]; probes for scientific purposes; 

projection screens; protection devices against x-rays, not for medical purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; 

protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; protective helmets; protective helmets for sports; 

protective suits for aviators; protractors [measuring instruments]; punched card machines for offices; push buttons for bells; pyrometers; 

quantum dot light-emitting diodes [qled]; radar apparatus; radio pagers; radiology screens for industrial purposes; radiotelegraphy sets; 

radiotelephony sets; railway traffic safety appliances; range finders; readers [data processing equipment]; record players; reflective articles 

for wear, for the prevention of accidents; reflective safely vests; refractometers; refractors; regulating apparatus, electric; rescue flares, non-

explosive and non-pyrotechnic; rescue laser signalling flares; resistances, electric; respirators for filtering air; respiratory masks, other than 

for artificial respiration; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; resuscitation training simulators; retorts; retorts stands; rheostats; 

riding helmets; ring sizers; road signs, luminous or mechanical; rods for water diviners; saccharometers; safety restraints, other than for 

vehicle seats and sports equipment; salinometers; satellite finder meters; satellites for scientific purposes; scales with body mass analyzers; 

scanners [data processing equipment]; screens [photography]; screens for photoengraving; screw-tapping gauges; security surveillance 

robots; selfie lenses; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; semi-conductors; sextants; sheaths for electric cables; shoes for protection against 

accidents, irradiation and fire; shutter releases [photography]; shutters [photography]; signal bells; signal lanterns; signalling buoys; 

signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; signalling whistles; signals, luminous or mechanical; signs, luminous; sirens; sleeves for laptops; 

slide calipers; slide projectors; slide-rules; slides [photography]; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; smartglasses; smartphones; 

smartwatches; smoke detectors; snorkels; solar panels for the production of electricity; solderers' helmets; solenoid valves [electromagnetic 

switches]; sonars; sound locating instruments; sound recording apparatus; sound recording discs; sound recording strips; sound reproduction 

apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; sounding apparatus and machines; sounding leads; sounding lines; spark-guards; speaking tubes; 

spectacle cases; spectacle lenses; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed measuring apparatus 

[photography]; speed regulators for record players; spherometers; spools [photography]; sports whistles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; 

square rulers for measuring; squares for measuring; stage lighting regulators; stands adapted for laptops; stands for photographic apparatus; 

starter cables for motors; steelyards [lever scales]; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; step-up transformers; stereoscopes; 

stereoscopic apparatus; stills for laboratory experiments; stroboscopes; styli for record players; subwoofers; sulfitometers; surveyors' levels; 

survival blankets; switchboards; switchboxes [electricity]; switches, electric; tablet computers; tachometers; tape recorders; taximeters; 

teaching apparatus; telegraph wires; telegraphs [apparatus]; telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; telephone wires; telepresence robots; 

teleprinters; teleprompters; telerupters; telescopes; telescopic sights for artillery; telescopic sights for firearms; temperature indicator labels, 

not for medical purposes; temperature indicators; terminals [electricity]; test tubes; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; theft 

prevention installations, electric; theodolites; thermionic valves; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; 

thermostats for vehicles; thin client computers; thread counters; ticket dispensers; ticket printers; time clocks [time recording devices]; time 

recording apparatus; time switches, automatic; tone arms for record players; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; 

totalizators; trackballs [computer peripherals]; traffic cones; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; transformers [electricity]; transistors 

[electronic]; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; transponders; 

triodes; tripods for cameras; t-squares for measuring; urinometers; USB flash drives; vacuum gauges; vacuum tubes [radio]; variometer; 

vehicle radios; verniers; video baby monitors; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video projectors; video recorders; video screens; 

videotapes; viewfinders, photographic; virtual reality headsets; viscosimeters; visors for helmets; voltage surge protectors; voltmeters; voting 

machines; wafers for integrated circuits; wah-wah pedals; walkie-talkies; washing trays [photography]; water level indicators; wavemeters; 

wearable activity trackers; wearable computers; wearable video display monitors; weighbridges; weighing apparatus and instruments; 

weighing machines; weight belts for divers; weights; whistle alarms; wind socks for indicating wind direction; wire connectors [electricity]; 

wires, electric; workmen's protective face-shields; wrist rests for use with computers; x-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; x-ray films, 

exposed; x-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; x-ray tubes not for medical purposes; magnets, magnetizers and navigation 

apparatus for vehicles [on-board computer]; navigational instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; automatic indicators of low pressure 

in vehicle tyres; mileage recorders for vehicles; eyewear, binoculars, magnifying glasses [optics]; sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning 
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triangles; vehicle breakdown warning lamps; batteries, electric and theirs parts, accumulators, electric and their parts, fuel cells and their 

parts, solar batteries; batteries, electric, for vehicles; chargers for batteries, electric; burglar alarms, fire alarms, smoke alarms, gas alarms; 

scales; spirit levels; compasses for measuring; rulers [measuring instruments], acid hydrometers, quantity indicators; power controllers for 

motor vehicle headlights and their parts; led and hid light controls; power supplies [electrical]; light-emitting diodes [led], regulating 

apparatus, electric; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; voltage regulators for vehicles; speed indicators; revolution counters; 

measuring apparatus; lifesaving apparatus and equipment, namely, life-saving rafts, fire escapes, safety nets, safety tarpaulins, life belts, life 

buoys, life jackets; electrical fuses, relays, electric; laser, not for medical purposes, laser pointers; remote controls for industrial operations, 

signals, for vehicles, radios, televisions [excluding gaming apparatus]; mobile telephones; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; radios; 

directional compasses, telematics apparatus, namely, wireless internet devices which provide telematic services and have a cellular phone 

function; phonograph records, DVD recorders, sound recording carriers, juke boxes, musical, compact discs [read-only memory], 

headphones, loudspeakers, cabinets for loudspeakers, compact disc players, DVD players, video telephones, phototelegraphy apparatus; 

projection apparatus, cameras [photography]; films, exposed; film cameras, electronical pocket translator; encoded magnetic cards, integrated 

circuit cards [smart cards], mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; automated teller machines [ATM]; cash registers, calculating machines; 

data processing apparatus; electronic agendas; facsimile machines; monitors [computer hardware] and monitors [computer programs]; 

computer peripheral devices; parking sensors for vehicles; rearview cameras for vehicles; computer programs, recorded and downloadable; 

computer software platforms, pocket calculators; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; crash test dummies; 

microscopes; cables, electric; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; electronic 

locks; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; security tokens [encryption devices]; thermal imaging cameras; covers for 

tablet computers; black boxes [data recorders]; digital weather stations; charging stations for electric vehicles; interactive touch screen 

terminals; smart rings; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; audio interfaces; teaching robots; humanoid robots with 

artificial intelligence; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; electric wire harnesses for vehicles; telecommunication apparatus in the form of 

jewellery; data gloves; parts and fittings for all aforesaid goods; 12 for aerial conveyors; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; 

driverless cars [autonomous cars]; vehicle power train mechanism comprised of clutch, transmission, drive shaft, and differential; motors, 

electric, for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; chassis for motor vehicle; couplings for land vehicles; shock absorbers 

for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; pneumatic tyres; tyres for vehicle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; solid rubber tyres for 

vehicle wheels; vehicle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; lug nuts for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tyres; casings for pneumatic 

tyres; tyre mousse inserts; repair outfits for inner tubes, adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; spikes for tyres; land vehicle parts, 

namely, tire snow chains; non-skid devices for vehicle tyres; vehicle seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests for vehicle seats; anti-theft devices 

for vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; robotic cars; motor racing cars; trailer [vehicles]; trailer hitches for vehicles; motorcycles; 

mopeds; bicycles; electric bicycles; camera drones; helicams; cable transport apparatus and installations; carts, shopping trolleys, luggage 

carries for vehicles; aircrafts; boats, ships; locomotives; motor buses; caravans; tractors; motor scooters; self-balancing boards; self-

balancing electric unicycles; self-balancing one-wheeled electric scooters; chairlifts, cable transport apparatus and installations; wheelchairs; 

clips adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; cup holders for use in motor vehicles; parts and accessories for all the 

aforesaid goods; 28 for sporting articles and equipment, toys, games, playthings and novelties namely, bladders of balls for games; artificial 

fishing bait; caps for pistols [toys]; toys for pets; ring games; bows for archery; edges of skis; swings; play balloons; billiard table cushions; 

rocking horses; batting gloves [accessories for games]; dolls’ feeding bottles; billiard balls; chalk for billiard cues; billiard markers; skittles; 

marbles for games; building blocks [toys]; bob-sleighs; Christmas crackers [party novelties]; skating boots with skates attached; candle 

holders for Christmas trees; bowling apparatus and machinery; boxing gloves; gut for rackets; golf clubs; rods for fishing; kites; kite reels; 

targets; bells for Christmas trees; counters [discs] for games; building games; strings for rackets; machines for physical exercises; body-

training apparatus; novelty toys for parties; shin guards [sports articles]; cricket bags; hockey sticks; checkers [games]; dice; exercisers 

[expanders]; discuses for sports; dominoes; chess games; chessboards; checkerboards; toy pistols; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; 

landing nets for anglers; golf bags, with or without wheels; novelty toys for playing jokes; nets for sports; tennis nets; ski bindings; darts; 

foosball tables; harpoon guns [sports articles]; cups for dice; bar-bells; fish hooks; rattles [playthings]; parlor games; clay pigeon traps; bats 

for games; lures for hunting or fishing; fishing tackle; fishing lines; dolls’ beds; dolls' houses; puppets; dolls; theatrical masks; carnival 

masks; reels for fishing; flippers for swimming; creels [fishing traps]; swimming pools [play articles]; artificial snow for Christmas trees; 

quoits; roller skates; ice skates; seal skins [coverings for skis]; clay pigeons [targets]; surfboards; dolls' clothes; dolls' rooms; conjuring 

apparatus; ninepins; gut for fishing; sole coverings for skis; skis; tables for table tennis; spinning tops [toys]; sleds [sports articles]; 

backgammon games; shuttlecocks; toy air pistols; percussion caps [toys]; ornaments for Christmas trees, except lights, candles and 

confectionery; Christmas tree stands; billiard cues; billiard cue tips; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; surf skis; sailboards; hang 

gliders; apparatus for games; appliances for gymnastics; fencing weapons; fencing masks; fencing gloves; baseball gloves; climbers' harness; 

elbow guards [sports articles]; knee guards [sports articles]; toy mobiles; paragliders; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; skateboards; 

slides [playthings]; spring boards [sports articles]; teddy bears; waterskis; golf gloves; bite indicators [fishing tackle]; bite sensors [fishing 

tackle]; board games; flying discs [toys]; horseshoe games; mah-jong; soap bubbles [toys]; toy vehicles; twirling batons; butterfly nets; bags 

especially designed for skis and surfboards; harness for sailboards; jigsaw puzzles; masts for sailboards; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; 

paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; surfboard leashes; tennis ball throwing apparatus; starting blocks for sports; 

snow globes; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; bodyboards; bingo cards; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; hunting game calls; roulette 

wheels; in-line roller skates; pinatas; punching bags; rosin used by athletes; snowshoes; sling shots [sports articles]; amusement machines, 

automatic and coin-operated; confetti; electronic targets; scent lures for hunting or fishing; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; 

snowboards; pachinkos; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; gaming machines for gambling; paper party hats; swimming kickboards; 

chips for gambling; scratch cards for playing lottery games; trampolines; poles for pole vaulting; water wings; swimming belts; swimming 

jackets; portable games with liquid crystal displays; controllers for game consoles; toy models; toy figures; ball pitching machines; dumb-
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bells; masks [playthings]; matryoshka dolls; controllers for toys; golf bag trolleys; paddleboards; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model 

aircraft; joysticks for video games; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; drones [toys]; toy robots; needles for pumps for 

inflating balls for games; pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; baby gyms; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; 

tricycles for infants [toys]; toy imitation cosmetics; swimming pool air floats; rhythmic gymnastics ribbons; party poppers [party novelties]; 

toy putty; toy dough; portable games and toys incorporating telecommunication functions; boomerangs; trading cards for games; waist 

trimmer exercise belts; flippers for diving; swimming webs; inflatable games for swimming pools; roller skis; ski poles; ski sticks for roller 

skis; yoga swings; play tents; hand-held consoles for playing video games; playhouses for children; protective cups for sports; golf bag tags; 

skeleton sleds; novelties for parties, dances [party favors, favours] and artificial Christmas trees; fairground ride apparatus; scale model kits 

[toys]; plush toys and stuffed toys; slot machines [gaming machines], arcade video game machines; video game machines; video game 

consoles; scale model vehicles; scooters [toys]; remote-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; playing cards; playing balls; 

stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; gloves for games; floats for fishing; camouflage screens [sports articles]; parts and fittings 

for all aforesaid goods, included in this class; 35 for retail and wholesale store services featuring motor vehicles, vehicle parts and 

accessories, motors and power units for land vehicles, chassis for land vehicles, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and 

wholesale store services for mail order featuring motor vehicles, vehicle parts and accessories, motors and power units for land vehicles, 

chassis for land vehicles, vehicle body and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via the Internet featuring motor vehicles, 

vehicle parts and accessories, motors and power units for land vehicles, chassis for land vehicles, vehicle body and tires for vehicle wheels; 

retail and wholesale store services of teleshopping consignments featuring motor vehicles, vehicle parts and accessories, motors and power 

units for land/farm vehicles, chassis for land/farm vehicles, vehicle body and tires for vehicle wheels; mediation of contracts for the purchase 

and sale of motor vehicles, motor vehicle parts and accessories, engines and powertrains for land vehicles, chassis for vehicles or vehicle 

bodies and tires for vehicle wheels for third parties; business management in the field of transport and delivery; providing commercial 

information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; administrative processing of purchase orders; arranging of 

buying and selling contracts for third parties; business management and organization consultancy; business management assistance and 

advisory services; advertising; marketing; business administration services; clerical services; personnel management consultancy; radio and 

television advertising; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; news clipping services; presentation of goods on 

communication media, for retail purposes; public relations; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; 

auctioneering; sales promotion for others; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; personnel recruitment; 

administrative services for the relocation of businesses; book-keeping; sponsorship search; consultancy and information relating to the 

abovementioned services; 37 for warehouse construction and repair; demolition of buildings; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; 

cleaning of buildings [interior]; vehicle cleaning; rental of construction equipment; mining extraction; rental of bulldozers; rental of 

excavators; rental of cleaning machines; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of road sweeping machines; rental of drainage 

pumps; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of dishwashing machines; rental of dish drying machines; oil and gas extraction; vermin 

exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry disinfecting and pest control services, other than for 

agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry ; repair and care, of motors, wheels for vehicles and parts therefor; vehicle fueling services; 

vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; retreading of 

tyres; maintenance, cleaning and repair of boilers and burners; providing repair information in the field of vehicles and part of vehicle parts 

repair; installation of doors and windows; quarrying services; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and 

repair; shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock and watch repair; repair of security locks; rustprooflng; furniture maintenance; 

leather care, cleaning and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; consultancy and information relating to the abovementioned services.  

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 16th day of August, 2019 under number 30 2019 019 123.0 in 

Germany. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize. 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 26.4.4,6  

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15990.20             FILING DATE: 28th February, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: BIO PAPPEL SCRIBE, S.A. DE C.V., of Avenida Ejército Nacional 1130 Piso 9, Colonia Los Morales Polanco, 

Alcaldía Miguel Hidalgo, Ciudad De México C.P.  11510, México 

  

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 16 for writing or drawing books; notebooks; document files [stationery]; pads [stationery]; writing 

materials; loose-leaf binders; school supplies [stationery]; printing and writing paper, in rolls, sheets and reams for use by the final consumer, 
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namely, laser printing paper, papers for use in the graphic arts industry, folders and memo blocks for writing; paper sheets [stationery]; 

copying paper [stationery]; pens [office requisites]; pencils; colour pencils; pastels [crayons]; marking pens [stationery]; writing cases 

[stationery]; pen cases; pencil holders; penholders; office requisites, except furniture; files [office requisites]. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “EXCELLENCE”, separately and apart from 

the mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 1.15.21 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16010.20              FILING DATE: 10th March, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: NOVEL FLIP, of San Lazaro Village, Orange Walk District, Belize  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for laundry detergent. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “DETERGENT”, separately and apart from 

the mark as shown. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark has been used since August 2019. 

 

 

MARK:  SHELL        
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16025.20                     FILING DATE: 13th March, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: SHELL BRANDS INTERNATIONAL AG of Baarermatte, 6340 Baar, Switzerland 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for electrical energy; motor and engine oils, automotive greases and lubricants for electric vehicles; 9 

for charging stations for electric vehicles; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; 

apparatus and instruments for collecting, conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electric current; 

recorded and downloadable computer programs for use in information, analyzing and reporting of energy use, energy efficiency, energy 

saving, cost analysis, administration, energy analysis and invoice management; recorded and downloadable computer software applications 

for analyzing and reporting energy use, energy efficiency, energy saving, cost analysis, administration, energy analysis and invoice 

management; downloadable and recorded computer software applications for facilitating payment for electric vehicle charging, lubricants 

and automotive products; 37 for charging station services for electric vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of charging stations for 

electric vehicles; 39 for distribution and supply of electricity; distribution and supply of renewable energy included. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON, Attorneys-at-Law, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan, Belize 

 

MARK:                      CFE(8): 26.13.25;29.1.1,2 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16026.20                     FILING DATE: 13th March, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: SHELL BRANDS INTERNATIONAL AG of Baarermatte, 6340 Baar, Switzerland 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for electrical energy; motor and engine oils, automotive greases and lubricants for electric vehicles; 9 

for charging stations for electric vehicles; battery charging devices for motor vehicles; electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; 

apparatus and instruments for collecting, conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electric current; 

recorded and downloadable computer programs for use in information, analyzing and reporting of energy use, energy efficiency, energy 

saving, cost analysis, administration, energy analysis and invoice management; recorded and downloadable computer software applications 

for analyzing and reporting energy use, energy efficiency, energy saving, cost analysis, administration, energy analysis and invoice 

management; downloadable and recorded computer software applications for facilitating payment for electric vehicle charging, lubricants 

and automotive products; 37 for charging station services for electric vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of charging stations for 

electric vehicles; 39 for distribution and supply of electricity; distribution and supply of renewable energy included. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON, Attorneys-at-Law, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan, Belize 

 

MARK:  XHILARATION                           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16186.20        FILING DATE 1st June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: TARGET BRANDS, INC., of 1000 Nicollett Mall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403, United States of America 

  

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods; online retail store services 

featuring a wide variety of consumer goods. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  STARS ABOVE            

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16194.20         FILING DATE: 1st June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: TARGET BRANDS, INC., of 1000 Nicollett Mall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403, United States of America.  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of cosmetics, personal care products, namely, 

perfume, cologne, fragrances, bath beads, bath flakes, bath oils, bath gels, non-medicated bath salts, bath foams, non-medicated skin care 

preparation in the nature of body mists, body oils, body lotions, body scrubs, body soaps, body wash, body spray, bubble bath, body creams, 

face creams, face soaps, namely non-medicated soap for the face, skin creams, skin soaps, essential oils for personal use, aromatic oils, 

scented oils, non-medicated foot soaks, fragrant body splash, fragrant body mists, body lotions, hand lotions, face lotions, lip balms, lip 

gloss, hair shampoo, hair conditioner, hair gels, hair oils, massage creams, massage lotions, massage oils, nail polish, body powders, shower 

creams, shower gels, non-medicated hand soaps, non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, cleaners, potpourris [fragrances], incense, 

sachets for perfuming linen, room fragrances, room fragrance dispensers, room fragrance refills for non-electric room fragrance dispensers, 

candles, namely, perfumed candles and wicks for candles, all-purpose carrying bags, backpacks, beach hags, toiletry and cosmetic cases sold 

empty, jewelry pouches, clothing, namely, tops and bottoms for babies, adults, children, women, and men, dresses, loungewear, intimate 

apparel, namely, bras, underwear, lingerie, undergarments, panties, boxer shorts and boxer briefs, camisoles, lank tops, slips [underclothing], 

sleepwears, pajamas, shirts, sleep shirts, pants, shorts, leisure gowns, bath robes, nightgowns, shapewear, garter belts, corsets being 

foundation garments, slippers, sleep masks, hosiery, footwear, namely, sneakers, athletic shoes, gymnastic shoes, dance shoes, beach shoes, 

wooden shoes, footwear uppers, bath slippers, sandals, headwear, socks, belts [clothing], scarves, hair accessories and hair ornaments, 

namely, hair elastics and ponytail holders, hair ties, elastic hair bands, hairpins, hair clips, hair bands, hair bows, hair chopsticks, hair 

ribbons, hair scrunchies, hair slides, claw clips, snap clips, twisters, hair clamps, bobby pins, barrettes, and combs for use as hair ornaments, 

excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods by means of retail stores and wholesale 

outlets, through vending machines, mail order catalogues and by means of electronic media, namely, through web sites or television 

shopping programmes. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:                    CFE(8): 26.13.25 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16216.20         FILING DATE: 3rd  June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: TARGET BRANDS, INC., of 1000 Nicollett Mall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403, United States of America.  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 28 for fitness and exercise equipment and accessories, namely, ab wheels, balance disks, balance pods, 

exercise balls, exercise bands, exercise hand grippers, exercise weights, exercise wheels, fitness balls, hand weights, jump ropes, kettle bells, 

manually operated exercise equipment, sand bag sets, walking weights, weighted balls, exercise steppers, foam exercise rollers, yoga blocks, 

work-out gloves; fitness and exercise equipment and accessories for speed training, namely, agility ladders, agility cones, agility hurdles, 

agility dots, speed chutes and speed trainers in the nature of resistance chutes; fitness and exercise equipment and accessories, namely, 

balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; fitness and exercise equipment and accessories, 

namely, spring bars for exercising; fitness and exercise equipment and accessories, namely, core gliders in the nature of core sliders; fitness 

and exercise equipment and accessories, namely, cushioned training gloves for gripping weights, not for cold weather use; fitness and 

exercise equipment and accessories, namely, exercise bands, exercise bands for developing physical resistance, exercise bands for use while 

stepping, and exercise bands for the body; pumps for inflating sports equipment, namely, exercise balls and bicycle tires; balancing kits 

comprised of balance boards for improving strength, toning, conditioning, balance, and proprioception; agility exercise kits comprised 

primarily of agility ladders, agility cones, agility hurdles, agility dots, speed chutes and speed trainers in the nature of resistance chutes; 35 

for retail department store services; online retail department store services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 26.11.1,2  

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16217.20        FILING DATE: 3rd June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: TARGET BRANDS, INC., of 1000 Nicollett Mall, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403, United States of AMerica 

  

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for retail store and online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  ENEOS X PRIME                           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16248.20             FILING DATE 9th June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation, of 1-2, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan 

  

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for automotive engine oils; lubricating oils; solid fuels; liquid fuels; gaseous fuels; mineral oils and 

greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel];  non-chemical additives for 

engine oils. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
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DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “X PRIME”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 24th day of January, 2020 under number 2020-008164 in Tokyo, 

Japan. 

 

AGENT: COURTENAY COYE LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  ENEOS X PRIME            
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16249.20          FILING DATE: 9th June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation, of 1-2, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 1 for chemical additives for engine oils; chemical additives for lubricants; transmission fluid. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark.  

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 24th day of January, 2020 under number 2020-008164 in Japan. 

 

AGENT: Courtenay Coye LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 A Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  LEX MUNDI EQUISPHERE      
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16443.20              FILING DATE: 1st September, 2020 

PROPRIETOR: LEX MUNDI, LTD. of Suite 1000, 2100 West Loop South, Houston, Texas 77027, United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 42 for software as a service featuring software for facilitating collaboration and legal services offered by 

law firm members; 45 for legal services, namely, legal consultation services, legal advisory services, legal support services and providing 

information relating to legal affairs. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “LEX”, separately and apart from the mark as 

shown. 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the words “LEX MUNDI” when translated to English is “WORLD LAW”. 

 

PRIORITY CLAIM: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 2nd day of March, 2020 under number US88/816,964 in the 

United States of America. 

 

AGENT: BARROW & WILLIAMS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of Equity House, No. 84 Albert Street, Belize City, Belize. 

 

MARK:  COACH           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16478.20         FILING DATE: 15th September, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: Johnson & Johnson, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, USA  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 10 for adhesive compression wrap bandages for medical purposes. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST  CORPORATION (BELIZE) LTD., of Withfield Tower Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  YUCOURI             
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16479.20                     FILING DATE: 15th September, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: Johnson & Johnson , of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5  for human pharmaceutical preparations. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION (BEL.IZE) LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  DIANE            

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16480.20                     FILING DATE: 15th September, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: BAYER AKTIENGESSELSCHAFT, of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5  for human pharmaceutical preparations. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has been using the mark since 1989. 

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION (BEL.IZE) LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:         CFE(8):27.5.4;29.1.1,2 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16576.20                     FILING DATE: 13th November, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: SAVONA SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE of ciudad de San Salvador, departmento de San 

Salvador  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for milk, yogurt, milk beverages, milk predominating, milk shakes; 30 for ice creams; cakes made 

with ice cream. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the words “LA NEVERÍA”, in English is “THE ICE CREAM SHOP”. 

 

AGENT: DUJON &DUJON, Attorneys-at-Law, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan, Belize 

 

MARK:             CFE(8):26.4.1,18 

 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16603.20                FILING DATE: 27th November, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: Imperial Tobacco Limited, of 121 Winterstoke Road, Bristol BS3 2LL, United Kingdom 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured; tobacco products, namely,cigars, cigarillos, 

chewing tobacco, snuff and pipe tobacco; tobacco substitutes, not for medical or curative purposes; hand rolling tobacco; cigarettes; cigarette 
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papers; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes 

[smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; articles for smoking, namely, lighters for smokers; 

matches. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:              CFE(8): 26.1.2,18;29.1.4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16665.20                     FILING DATE: 26th December, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR: CARRERAS LIMITED, of Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London, WC2R 2PG 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products, 

namely, smoking tobacco, leaf tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, snus tobacco, and hand rolling tobacco; tobacco substitutes not for 

medical purposes; cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smokers’ articles, namely, filter tubes, cigar relighting liquid 

solution, cigarette lighters not of precious metal, ashtrays not of precious metal, tobacco pipes, cigarette holders, humidors, cigar cutters, 

tobacco pouches, pocket machine for rolling cigarettes; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic 

cigarettes; devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation and devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION (BEL.IZE) LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  KENTUCKY CHOICE           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16723.21         FILING DATE: 22nd January, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: CHICAGO INDUSTRIES TRADEMARK HOLDINGS INC., of 105A Prairie Lake Rd East Dundee. IL 60118 USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic 

cigarettes; cigarillos; cigars; chewing tobacco; snuff; snuff boxes; molasses tobacco; shisha tobacco; hookah; hookah tobacco; matches; 

lighters for smokers, ashtrays for smokers, tobacco jars, snuff boxes, cigar humidors. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “KENTUCKY”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK:  KENTUCKY CLASSIC           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16724.21         FILING DATE: 22nd January, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: CHICAGO INDUSTRIES TRADEMARK HOLDINGS INC., of 105A Prairie Lake Rd East Dundee. IL 60118 USA 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic 

cigarettes; cigarillos; cigars; chewing tobacco; snuff; snuff boxes; molasses tobacco; shisha tobacco; hookah; hookah tobacco; matches; 

lighters for smokers, ashtrays for smokers, tobacco jars, snuff boxes, cigar humidors. 
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STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “KENTUCKY”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 26.4.2;29.1.1,4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16771.21              FILING DATE: 15th February, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: AGUA Y ENERGIA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 27 Street 41-55 Zone 5, Guatemala City, Guatemala 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for business management and organization consultancy; business administration services in the field 

of energy production, distribution and water treatment. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

 

AGENT: BALDERAMOS ARTHURS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, 

Belize. 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 26.1.2,18;29.1.1 

 

COLOR CLAIM: red and white 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16773.21              FILING DATE: 15th February, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: ANDERSON WATTS LTD., of 6336 Darnley Street, Burnaby, British Columbia, V5B 3B1, Canada 

  

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for noodles. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “NOODLES”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: BALDERAMOS ARTHURS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, 

Belize. 

 

MARK:      CFE(8): 27.5.1,11 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16778.21              FILING DATE: 17th February, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: E. & J. Gallo Winery, of 600 Yosemite Boulevard, Modesto, California 95354, U. S.A. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 33 for alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: BALDERAMOS ARTHURS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, 

Belize. 
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MARK:      CFE(8): 26.3.4;29.1.1 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16791.21              FILING DATE: 18th February, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: A. MENARINI INDUSTRIE FARMACEUTICHE RIUNITE S.r.l., of Via dei Sette Santi, 3, 50131 Firenze, Italy 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceuticals; diagnostic reagents for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances 

for the treatment of cancer; 42 for medical research services; biomedical research services; pharmaceutical products development; design and 

testing for new product development; testing of pharmaceuticals; medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmacology; 

research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 10th day of December, 2020 under number 018351958 in Europe. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “Oncology”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: BARROW & WILLIAMS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of Equity House, No. 84 Albert Street, Belize City, Belize. 

 

MARK:  PERTUTTI            
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16832.21         FILING DATE: 5th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: La Dominicana Industrial, S.R.L., of Km 3.5, Carretera Duarte, Tramo Santiago-Licey, No. 96, Santiago 51000, 

Dominican Republic 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for pasta. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: MUSA & BALDERMAOS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 91 North Front Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:             CFE(8):26.1.2,18;29.1.1,3 

 

COLOR CLAIM: green, red, yellow and white 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16833.21         FILING DATE: 5th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: La Dominicana Industrial, S.R.L., of Km 3.5, Carretera Duarte, Tramo Santiago-Licey, No. 96, Santiago 51000, 

Dominican Republic 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for pasta. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “PASTAS”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown. 

 

AGENT: MUSA & BALDERMAOS LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 91 North Front Street, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  FEEL THE POWDER            

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16834.21         FILING DATE: 5th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: Consorcio Comex, S.A. de C.V., of Boulevard Manuel Avila Camacho No. 138, Penthouse 1 y 2, Colonia Reforma 

Social, Delegación, Miguel Hidalgo, 11650 México, D.F., Mexico 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 2 for coatings [paints]; aluminium paints; anti-fouling paints; bactericidal paints; asbestos paints; 

ceramic paints; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; enamel paints; fireproof paints; wood coatings [paints]; copal varnish; enamels [varnishes]; 

fixatives [varnishes]; bitumen varnish; lacquers; wood preservatives; anti-rust preparations; soot [colorant]; yellowwood [colorant]; cobalt 

oxide [colorant]; wood mordants; raw natural resins; 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: ARGUELLES & COMPANY, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  STEEL RESERVE           
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16839.21         FILING DATE: 9th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: Coors Brewing Company, of 3939 W. Highland Boulevard, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208, United States of America  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for ale; beer; lager; porter; stout; aerated water; carbonated non-alcoholic drinks; mineral water 

[beverages]; fruit juices; fruit drinks; syrups for beverages. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: Musa & Balderamos LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 91 North Front Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  LAGEVRIO            
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16841.21         FILING DATE: 11th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: MERCK SHARP & DOHME CORP., of One Merck Drive, Whitehouse Station, New Jersey 08889, U.S.A. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceutical preparations;  

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: ARGUELLES & COMPANY, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:  DOMINO            

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16844.21         FILING DATE: 1st March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: American Sugar Refining, Inc., of 1 North Clematis Street, Suite 200, West Palm Beach, Florida 33401, United States of 

America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for sugar namely, white sugar, demerara sugar, dry demerara sugar, raw sugar, castor sugar, panela 

sugar, cinnamon sugar, turbinado sugar, brown free-flowing sugar; invert sugar; invert sugar syrups; unrefined sugar, namely, evaporated 

sugar cane juice; black strap molasses; molasses for food; powdered sugar. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark.  

 

AGENT: Courtenay Coye LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 15 A Street, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  EASYCARE           

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16848.21         FILING DATE: 9th March, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: True Value Company, L.L.C., of 8600 West Bryn Mawr Avenue, Chicago, IL 60631-3505, United States of America  

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 2 for architectural paints; exterior paints; interior paints; spray paints. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: ARGUELLES & COMPANY, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

(1ST ISSUES) 

 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 7th January, 2022 

 

 

 

MARK: Enerplex 
 

RE-REGISTRATION NUMBER: 6182.09          FILING DATE: As of the 25th June, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: SABORMEX EUROPA S.L., of Gran Vía No. 45 6a Planta, Bilbao, Vizcaya, Kingdom of Spain 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for beers; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juices; syrups for 

beverages. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:     CFE(8):1.3.1,15 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15411.19          FILING DATE: 17th June, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: SMVNF Investments Limited, of 38 Regent Street, Belize City, Belize   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for apartment house management; rental of apartments; rent collection; rental of real estate; real estate 

agency services; real estate brokerage; real estate management; rental of offices for co-working; all included; 37 for building construction 

supervision; construction consultancy; providing construction information; rental of construction equipment; 43 for hotel services; hotel 

reservations; restaurant services; rental of temporary accommodations; tourist home services; bar services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 
AGENT: Barrow & Company LLP, Attorneys- at -Law, of 1440 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:               CFE(8):26.1.2;27.5.4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15412.19          FILING DATE: 17th June, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: SMVNF Investments Limited, of 38 Regent Street, Belize City, Belize   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for apartment house management; rental of apartments; rent collection; rental of real estate; real estate 

agency services; real estate brokerage; real estate management; rental of offices for co-working; all included; 37 for building construction 

supervision; construction consultancy; providing construction information; rental of construction equipment; 43 for hotel services; hotel 

reservations; restaurant services; rental of temporary accommodations; tourist home services; bar services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Barrow & Company LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 1440 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

  
 

MARK: CARIBEVILLE               

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15413.19          FILING DATE: 17th June, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: SMVNF Investments Limited, of 38 Regent Street, Belize City, Belize   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for apartment house management; rental of apartments; rent collection; rental of real estate; real estate 

agency services; real estate brokerage; real estate management; rental of offices for co-working; all included; 37 for building construction 

supervision; construction consultancy; providing construction information; rental of construction equipment; 43 for hotel services; hotel 

reservations; restaurant services; rental of temporary accommodations; tourist home services; bar services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Barrow & Company LLP, Attorneys-at-Law, of 1440 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: CLARIS      
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15517.19          FILING DATE: 6th August, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computers; computer hardware; wearable computers; handheld computers; tablet computers; 

telecommunications apparatus and instruments in the nature of multimedia, communication networks and computer hardware and software; 

telephone apparatus; mobile telephones; wireless communication devices for the transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and 

multimedia content; intercommunication apparatus; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; wearable 

digital electronic devices comprised primarily of software and display screens for providing access to the internet, for sending, receiving and 

storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; 

electronic book readers; downloadable computer software; computer software for setting up, configuring, operating or controlling mobile 

devices, mobile telephones, wearable devices, computers, computer peripherals, set top boxes, and audio and video players; downloadable 

computer software for application development; computer game software, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; digital media, 

namely, downloadable prerecorded audio, video recordings and multimedia content featuring entertainment and information; mobile 

telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, earphones, headphones, set top boxes, and audio and video players and 

recorders; wearable computer peripherals in the nature of audio and video; wearable peripherals for use with computers, mobile telephones; 

mobile electronic devices in the nature of smartphones, tablets, digital agendas, calculators, potable game consoles, digital players, digital 

photo cameras, digital video cameras, smartcards, smart watches, smart glasses, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; 

accelerometers; altimeters; distance measuring apparatus; distance recording apparatus; pedometer; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure 

indicators; headsets for use with computers, smart phones, mobile electronic devices in the nature of audio and video, wearable electronic 

devices in the nature of audio and video, smart watches, smart glasses, and audio and video players and recorders; 3D spectacles; eyeglasses; 
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sunglasses; spectacle lenses; optical glass; optical apparatus and instruments; cameras [photography]; flashes for cameras; computer 

keyboards, computer mouse, namely, trackballs, mouse pads, computer printers for printing documents and disk drives for computers; sound 

recording and reproducing apparatus; digital audio and video players and recorders; audio speakers; audio amplifiers and receivers; vehicle 

radios; earphones; headphones; microphones; television apparatus; television receivers [tv sets] and monitors; set top boxes; radios; radio 

transmitters and receivers; global positioning systems [GPS] apparatus; navigational instruments; computer chips; magnetically encoded 

credit cards and card readers; electronic payment terminals; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric; battery chargers; electrical and electronic 

connectors, couplers [data processing equipment], wires, cables, battery chargers, electronic docking stations, and adapters for use with all of 

the aforesaid goods; interfaces for computers, computer peripherals, mobile telephones, mobile digital electronic devices, wearable electronic 

devices, smart watches, smart glasses, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; protective films adapted for computer 

screens; covers for smartphones; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; bags adapted for laptops; cases 

especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; cases for smartphones; sleeves for laptops; cell phone straps; selfie sticks 

[hand-held monopods]; chargers for electronic cigarettes; electronic collars to train animals; electronic agendas; apparatus to check stamping 

mail; cash registers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; hemline markers; voting machines; electronic tags for 

goods; facsimile machines; weighing apparatus and instruments; measures; electronic notice boards; measuring apparatus; wafers for 

integrated circuits; integrated circuits; amplifiers; fluorescent screens; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the 

remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolyzers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; 

life saving apparatus and equipment; whistle alarms; animated cartoons; egg-candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences ; 

personal digital assistants [PDAS]; heat regulating apparatus; thermostats; electric regulating apparatus; electric light regulators [dimmers]; 

lighting control apparatus; electrical outlets; switches, electric; acoustic alarms, alarm sensors, and alarm monitoring systems; smoke and 

carbon monoxide detectors; electric and electronic locks and latches for doors and windows; electronic access control systems for 

interlocking doors; security surveillance robots; 42 for design and development of computer hardware, software, peripherals, and computer 

and video game software; computer programming; design of computer databases; electronic data storage; cloud computing services; rental of 

computer hardware, software, and peripherals; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer security 

consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer technology consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; internet security 

consultancy; technological consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; web site design consultancy; computer security and 

data security consultancy; data encryption services; providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site; 

maintenance of computer software and updating of computer hardware, software, peripherals, and applications; technical support services, 

diagnosing and troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; computer technology support services, namely, help desk 

services; creation, design, and maintenance of websites for others; hosting computer sites [websites]; computer services, namely, providing 

search engines for obtaining data via the internet and global computer networks; creating and designing website-based indexes of 

information for others [information technology services]; cartography and mapping services; providing an Internet portal allowing users to 

preview and download electronic books, publications, and other documents; industrial design services; computer system analysis; research 

and development of new products for others; research in the field of telecommunications technology; scientific research; technological 

research; medical research; medical laboratories; information, advisory and consultancy services relating. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 18th day of June, 2019 under number 077908 in Jamaica. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs  LLP, Attorneys at Law, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 1/2 Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK: IPHONE        

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15762.19          FILING DATE: 8th November, 2019 

  

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for business management and organization consultancy; professional business consultancy; 

advertising agency services; advertising and marketing, services; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; sales 

promotion for others; search engine optimization for sales promotion; advertising and marketing consultation; promoting the goods and 

services of others; marketing research; analysis of advertising response and market research data and statistics; design, preparation, 

production, and dissemination of advertisements and advertising material for others; providing consulting services in the field of facilitating 

the planning of media; administration of consumer loyalty programs; computerized database and file management; data processing services; 

compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; compilation 

of information into computer databases; data search in computer files for others; providing business information via a web site; providing 

business information over computer networks and global communication networks; business services, namely, providing computer databases 

regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of products and services of others; retail store and online retail store services in the field of 

multimedia, communication networks and computer hardware and software; retail store services provided via the Internet and other 
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computer, electronic and communications networks featuring entertainment and information; retail store services featuring computer, 

electronic and entertainment products, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld mobile digital electronic devices, and other 

consumer electronics, computer software, and accessories, peripherals, and carrying cases for such products, provided via the Internet and 

global communications networks; demonstration of goods provided in-store and via global communications networks; subscription 

management services for entertainment and information, namely, providing subscriptions to text, data, image, audio, video, and multimedia 

content, provided via the Internet and other electronic and communications networks; arranging and conducting of conferences, shows and 

exhibitions for commercial, trade and business purposes. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs  LLP, Attorneys at Law, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 1/2 Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, 

Belize 

  

 

MARK:    CAPTAIN                      

  

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15787.19   FILING DATE: 14th November, 2019 

 

PROPRIETOR:  KARNN NANDWANEY, of P.O. Box 7, 121 4th Avenue South, Corozal Town, Corozal District, Belize 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for 

roll your own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' 

articles namely cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 

cigarettes, lighters. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

MARK:                   CFE(8):18.3.2,9;29.1.4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15897.20          FILING DATE: 3rd January, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRAND LEADERS INC., of Avenida Samuel Lewis y Calle 58, Torre ADR, Sexto piso, Oficina 6-C, Ciudad de Panamá, 

República de Panamá   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 18 for trunks being luggage, umbrellas, leather and imitations of leather, including suitcases, backpacks, 

briefcases, school backpacks, credit card holders, pocket wallets and saddle belts; 25 for clothing, namely, trousers, jeans, shorts, bathing 

suits, shirts, t-shirts, sweaters, polo shirts, leggings [leg warmers], blouses, tops, lingerie, briefs, pajamas, handkerchiefs, winter coats, 

scarves, neckties, socks, pantyhose; sneakers [footwear]; flip-flops [footwear]; women’s shoes, namely, boat shoes, loafers, moccasins; men 

shoes, namely, boat shoes, loafers, moccasins; headwear, namely caps, baseball caps. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “SPORT”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 
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MARK:        CFE(8):26.2.7 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15931.20          FILING DATE: 24th January, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: WESTERN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., of 5601 Great Oaks Parkway, San Jose, California 95119, United 

States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for backup drives for computers; blank flash memory cards; blank usb flash drives; computer disk 

drives; computer hardware and downloadable computer software for managing data storage; computer hardware; computer memories; 

computer memory devices; computer network hardware; computer peripherals; computer software to enable retrieval of data; data cables; 

downloadable computer software for compressing data; electronic circuit cards; electronic memories; downloadable computer software for 

encryption; flash card adapters; flash card readers; hard disk drives [HDD]; chips [integrated circuits]; memory cards for video game 

machines; power cables; secure digital (SD) memory cards; semiconductor memory devices; solid state drives; usb flash drives; wafers for 

integrated circuits; 16 for cardboard boxes; catalogues; manuals [handbooks] for computer software; paper boxes; paper for wrapping and 

packaging; paper labels; signboards of paper or cardboard; writing instruments; 35 for advertising services; computerized file management; 

providing business information; retail store services featuring cases for data storage devices, computer hardware, computer peripherals, 

computer software, portable media players; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 42 for design and development of 

computer hardware; cloud computing; computer programming; computer software consultancy. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: MAGNAVOX 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15941.20          FILING DATE: 4th February, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V., of High Tech Campus 5, 5656 AE Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for scientific, nautical and photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, underwater housings for 

cameras, underwater enclosures for cameras and underwater enclosures for photographic lenses, cinematographic machines and apparatus, 

optical, and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or 

controlling electric current; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; digital audio and 

video recorders and players; downloadable computer operating software; digital sound processors, sound cards, loud speaker systems; 

television sets, monitors and blank magnetic data carriers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; data processing equipment and 

computers; batteries, electric; dry cells; electric cables, cords and wires. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Barrow & Williams LLP, Attorneys at Law, of Equity House, 84 Albert Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK: SHELL GTL                   

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16027.20          FILING DATE: 13th March, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Shell Brands International AG, of Baarermatte, 6340 Baar, Switzerland   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for lubricating oil; motor oil; oil-gas; diesel oil; gas oil; fuel oil; combustible oil; lubricating grease; 

solidified greases [fuel]; lubricants; fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; waxes [raw material]. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
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DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the letters “GTL”, separately and apart from the mark as 

shown. 

 

AGENT: Dujon & Dujon, Attorneys-at-Law, of 24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 

 

MARK: FIRESTONE 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16115.20          FILING DATE: 8th May, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRIDGESTONE LICENSING SERVICES, INC., of 200 4th Avenue South, Suite 100, Nashville, Tennessee 37201, 

United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 7 for rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines, construction machines and mining 

machines; 12 for tires for vehicle wheels; air springs for vehicle suspension components for reducing vibration in trailers, rail cars, and 

vehicle driver's seats, passenger seats and cabs; 17 for rubber, raw or semi-worked; insulating materials for roofing; synthetic rubber; 19 for 

non-metallic roofing materials; non-metallic building materials. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

  
 

MARK:                CFE(8):3.7.17 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16164.20                  FILING DATE: 27th May, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Hyundai Motor Company, of 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for automobiles; parts and accessories for automobiles, namely, automobile hoods, automobile chains, 

reversing alarms for vehicles, propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles, rearview mirrors, automobile bodies, bumpers for automobile, 

reduction gears for land vehicles, sun-blinds adapted for automobiles, air bags [safety devices for automobiles], spare tire covers, 

automobiles wheel; passenger motor cars; spoils utility vehicles; electric cars; automobile tires; shock absorbers for automobiles; brake 

systems for vehicles; engines for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land 

vehicles; motors for land vehicles; motorcycles. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 6th day of December, 2019 under number 40-2019-0189937 in 

Korea. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:     CFE(8): 26.4.2,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16180.20          FILING DATE: 29th May, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance, Inc., of 2706 Treble Creek, Suite 100, 8258 San Antonio – Texas, United States of 

America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for retail store services featuring automotive parts and accessories; online retail store services 

featuring automotive parts and accessories; providing business information, and business management assistance in the operation and 

management of automotive service centers, retail auto parts stores and wholesale auto parts distributorships; providing marketing, advertising 
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and promotional services to automotive service centers, retail stores and wholesale auto parts distributorships in the field of automotive parts 

and accessories; sales promotions for others; retail store services featuring automotive parts and accessories, provided via wireless 

communication; compilation and systematization of information into computer database; data search in computer files [for others]; price 

comparison services; outsourcing services [business assistance]; procurement services for others [purchase goods or services for other 

businesses]; administrative processing of purchase orders placed by telephone or computer; administrative processing of purchase orders 

placed by any other means of communication; electronic catalog services featuring automotive parts and accessories; providing commercial 

information and consulting services to online consumers to facilitate the purchase and orders of parts and equipment of vehicles, products for 

the maintenance of vehicles and of tools and equipment for the service and repair of vehicles; promoting the sales of goods and services of 

others through the distribution of printed material and promotional contests; market studies. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “Auto”, separately and apart from the mark as 

shown. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

  

MARK:        CFE(8):29.1.1 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16225.20          FILING DATE: 3rd June, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Netflix, Inc., of 100 Winchester Circle, Los Gatos, California 95032, U.S.A. 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and 

global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic 

devices; downloadable software for searching, organizing, and recommending multimedia content; downloadable software development 

tools for creating software and mobile applications; downloadable computer software; downloadable computer programs; downloadable 

computer software applications; downloadable software in the nature of mobile applications for accessing and streaming audiovisual and 

multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game 

software; interactive video game programs; computer game cartridges and discs; downloadable electronic game programs and software; 

downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers, and handheld electronic devices; virtual 

reality and augmented reality game downloadable software; virtual reality and augmented reality game hardware, namely, virtual reality 

glasses, headsets for virtual reality games, virtual reality goggles, virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; 

downloadable motion pictures and television shows featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics provided via a video-on-

demand service; downloadable graphics featuring emoji sets for use on computers, tablets, and mobile phones; blank and pre-recorded CDs 

and DVDs; downloadable motion pictures and television shows in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, 

comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science 

fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; audiobooks featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics; downloadable 

ringtones and sound recordings featuring music, all for wireless communications devices; audio and visual recordings; musical recordings; 

apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music 

performances, and music videos; downloadable podcasts in the field of entertainment; encoded electronic chip cards containing musical 

recordings; magnetically encoded gift cards; electronic publications, downloadable; remote controls for wireless communications devices; 

digital media streaming devices; digital video recorders; DVD and high definition video disc players; home theater systems comprised of 

audio and video receivers; television apparatus; set-top boxes; computer hardware and peripheral devices; mouse pads; wrist and arm rests 

for use with computers; stands adapted for mobile phones, tablet computers; calculators; cameras [photography]; digital cameras; radios; 

USB flash drives; audio speakers; cell phone straps; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; keyboards for tablets; covers for tablet computers; 

cases for tablet computers; flip covers for tablet computers; protective covers and cases for electronic devices namely, computers, tablet 

computers, mobile phones, digital cameras, digital media players, electronic book readers, video game consoles, and personal digital 

assistants; protective display screen covers adapted for use with mobile phones, laptops, tablets, digital cameras, digital music players, 

smartwatches, personal digital assistants; electrical adapters; headphones; earphones; walkie-talkies; mobile phones; smart watches; 

eyeglasses; sunglasses; eyeglass and sunglass cases; binoculars; decorative magnets; graduated rulers; magnifying glasses [optics]; 

microphones; protective helmets for sports; riding helmets; 38 for audio and video on demand transmission; streaming of audio and visual 

material via a global computer network; electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals, messages and 

information; audio broadcasting; video broadcasting; transmission and delivery of audio and visual content; video-on-demand transmission 

services; providing an online forum where users can post ratings, reviews, and recommendations of movies and television shows and on 

events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; 41 for entertainment services; providing information in the field of 

entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via video-on-demand 

services; providing of entertainment information via a website; amusement park services; entertainment services in the nature of television 
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series and movies in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, 

fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; entertainment 

services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion picture films, television shows, 

special events, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of a live theatrical, musical or comedic 

performance; fan clubs; production and distribution of motion picture films and television shows; providing entertainment services in the 

nature of online games and websites featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, 

television show programs, musical videos, related film clips, photographs, and other multimedia materials via a global communication 

network; providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, video, artwork, and text 

from and related to entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; providing entertainment information 

via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer, electronic and video games; entertainment services, namely, 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; providing entertainment information, reviews, and recommendations in the 

field of movies and television shows via a website and video-on-demand transmission services; educational and entertainment services, 

namely, providing interactive online television series and movies; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging and conducting live 

interactive treasure hunt games; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment event; 

entertainment services in the nature of annual Christmas and Halloween events; entertainment services in the nature of escape room 

attractions; interactive entertainment services, namely, obstacle courses, shows, and music experiences; interactive entertainment services, 

namely, presenting live cosplay entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual environments in which users 

can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events at an 

amusement park; entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting exhibitions, conferences, and conventions in the fields of 

entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; organizing and conducting community festivals 

featuring a variety of activities, namely, music, art, food, film, television, theater, drama, dance, live musical performances, speakers, 

celebrity appearances, and cultural exhibitions and activities; providing online non- downloadable comic books and graphic novels; radio 

entertainment services; production and distribution of radio programs and sound recordings; entertainment services, namely, providing 

podcasts in the field of television and film entertainment; production of podcasts; providing online music, not downloadable. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

  

 

MARK:       CFE(8):29.1.1 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16226.20          FILING DATE: 3rd June, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Netflix, Inc., of 100 Winchester Circle, Los Gatos, California 95032, U.S.A. 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and 

global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic 

devices; downloadable software for searching, organizing, and recommending multimedia content; downloadable software development 

tools for creating software and mobile applications; downloadable computer software; downloadable computer programs; downloadable 

computer software applications; downloadable software in the nature of mobile applications for accessing and streaming audiovisual and 

multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game 

software; interactive video game programs; computer game cartridges and discs; downloadable electronic game programs and software; 

downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers, and handheld electronic devices; virtual 

reality and augmented reality game downloadable software; virtual reality and augmented reality game hardware, namely, virtual reality 

glasses, headsets for virtual reality games, virtual reality goggles, virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; 

downloadable motion pictures and television shows featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics provided via a video-on-

demand service; downloadable graphics featuring emoji sets for use on computers, tablets, and mobile phones; blank and pre-recorded CDs 

and DVDs; downloadable motion pictures and television shows in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, 

comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science 

fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; audiobooks featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics; downloadable 

ringtones and sound recordings featuring music, all for wireless communications devices; audio and visual recordings; musical recordings; 

apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music 

performances, and music videos; downloadable podcasts in the field of entertainment; encoded electronic chip cards containing musical 

recordings; magnetically encoded gift cards; electronic publications, downloadable; remote controls for wireless communications devices; 

digital media streaming devices; digital video recorders; DVD and high definition video disc players; home theater systems comprised of 

audio and video receivers; television apparatus; set-top boxes; computer hardware and peripheral devices; mouse pads; wrist and arm rests 

for use with computers; stands adapted for mobile phones, tablet computers; calculators; cameras [photography]; digital cameras; radios; 
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USB flash drives; audio speakers; cell phone straps; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; keyboards for tablets; covers for tablet computers; 

cases for tablet computers; flip covers for tablet computers; protective covers and cases for electronic devices namely, computers, tablet 

computers, mobile phones, digital cameras, digital media players, electronic book readers, video game consoles, and personal digital 

assistants; protective display screen covers adapted for use with mobile phones, laptops, tablets, digital cameras, digital music players, 

smartwatches, personal digital assistants; electrical adapters; headphones; earphones; walkie-talkies; mobile phones; smart watches; 

eyeglasses; sunglasses; eyeglass and sunglass cases; binoculars; decorative magnets; graduated rulers; magnifying glasses [optics]; 

microphones; protective helmets for sports; riding helmets; 38 for audio and video on demand transmission; streaming of audio and visual 

material via a global computer network; electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals, messages and 

information; audio broadcasting; video broadcasting; transmission and delivery of audio and visual content; video-on-demand transmission 

services; providing an online forum where users can post ratings, reviews, and recommendations of movies and television shows and on 

events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; 41 for entertainment services; providing information in the field of 

entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via video-on-demand 

services; providing of entertainment information via a website; amusement park services; entertainment services in the nature of television 

series and movies in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, 

fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; entertainment 

services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion picture films, television shows, 

special events, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of a live theatrical, musical or comedic 

performance; fan clubs; production and distribution of motion picture films and television shows; providing entertainment services in the 

nature of online games and websites featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, 

television show programs, musical videos, related film clips, photographs, and other multimedia materials via a global communication 

network; providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, video, artwork, and text 

from and related to entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; providing entertainment information 

via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer, electronic and video games; entertainment services, namely, 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; providing entertainment information, reviews, and recommendations in the 

field of movies and television shows via a website and video-on-demand transmission services; educational and entertainment services, 

namely, providing interactive online television series and movies; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging and conducting live 

interactive treasure hunt games; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment event; 

entertainment services in the nature of annual Christmas and Halloween events; entertainment services in the nature of escape room 

attractions; interactive entertainment services, namely, obstacle courses, shows, and music experiences; interactive entertainment services, 

namely, presenting live cosplay entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual environments in which users 

can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events at an 

amusement park; entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting exhibitions, conferences, and conventions in the fields of 

entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; organizing and conducting community festivals 

featuring a variety of activities, namely, music, art, food, film, television, theater, drama, dance, live musical performances, speakers, 

celebrity appearances, and cultural exhibitions and activities; providing online non- downloadable comic books and graphic novels; radio 

entertainment services; production and distribution of radio programs and sound recordings; entertainment services, namely, providing 

podcasts in the field of television and film entertainment; production of podcasts; providing online music, not downloadable. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

  

 

MARK: NETFLIX        
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16227.20          FILING DATE: 3rd June, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Netflix, Inc., of 100 Winchester Circle, Los Gatos, California 95032, U.S.A. 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and 

global communications networks; downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic 

devices; downloadable software for searching, organizing, and recommending multimedia content; downloadable software development 

tools for creating software and mobile applications; downloadable computer software; downloadable computer programs; downloadable 

computer software applications; downloadable software in the nature of mobile applications for accessing and streaming audiovisual and 

multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game 

software; interactive video game programs; computer game cartridges and discs; downloadable electronic game programs and software; 

downloadable electronic game software for use on mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers, and handheld electronic devices; virtual 

reality and augmented reality game downloadable software; virtual reality and augmented reality game hardware, namely, virtual reality 

glasses, headsets for virtual reality games, virtual reality goggles, virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; 
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downloadable motion pictures and television shows featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics provided via a video-on-

demand service; downloadable graphics featuring emoji sets for use on computers, tablets, and mobile phones; blank and pre-recorded CDs 

and DVDs; downloadable motion pictures and television shows in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, 

comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science 

fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; audiobooks featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics; downloadable 

ringtones and sound recordings featuring music, all for wireless communications devices; audio and visual recordings; musical recordings; 

apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music 

performances, and music videos; downloadable podcasts in the field of entertainment; encoded electronic chip cards containing musical 

recordings; magnetically encoded gift cards; electronic publications, downloadable; remote controls for wireless communications devices; 

digital media streaming devices; digital video recorders; DVD and high definition video disc players; home theater systems comprised of 

audio and video receivers; television apparatus; set-top boxes; computer hardware and peripheral devices; mouse pads; wrist and arm rests 

for use with computers; stands adapted for mobile phones, tablet computers; calculators; cameras [photography]; digital cameras; radios; 

USB flash drives; audio speakers; cell phone straps; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; keyboards for tablets; covers for tablet computers; 

cases for tablet computers; flip covers for tablet computers; protective covers and cases for electronic devices namely, computers, tablet 

computers, mobile phones, digital cameras, digital media players, electronic book readers, video game consoles, and personal digital 

assistants; protective display screen covers adapted for use with mobile phones, laptops, tablets, digital cameras, digital music players, 

smartwatches, personal digital assistants; electrical adapters; headphones; earphones; walkie-talkies; mobile phones; smart watches; 

eyeglasses; sunglasses; eyeglass and sunglass cases; binoculars; decorative magnets; graduated rulers; magnifying glasses [optics]; 

microphones; protective helmets for sports; riding helmets; 38 for audio and video on demand transmission; streaming of audio and visual 

material via a global computer network; electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals, messages and 

information; audio broadcasting; video broadcasting; transmission and delivery of audio and visual content; video-on-demand transmission 

services; providing an online forum where users can post ratings, reviews, and recommendations of movies and television shows and on 

events and activities in the field of entertainment and education; 41 for entertainment services; providing information in the field of 

entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via video-on-demand 

services; providing of entertainment information via a website; amusement park services; entertainment services in the nature of television 

series and movies in the fields of action adventure, animation, anime, biography, classics, comedy, crime, documentary, drama, faith, family, 

fantasy, film-noir, history, horror, international, musical, mystery, romance, science fiction, sports, thrillers, war, and westerns; entertainment 

services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion picture films, television shows, 

special events, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of a live theatrical, musical or comedic 

performance; fan clubs; production and distribution of motion picture films and television shows; providing entertainment services in the 

nature of online games and websites featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, 

television show programs, musical videos, related film clips, photographs, and other multimedia materials via a global communication 

network; providing online non-downloadable video clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, video, artwork, and text 

from and related to entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; providing entertainment information 

via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing online computer, electronic and video games; entertainment services, namely, 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable interactive games; providing entertainment information, reviews, and recommendations in the 

field of movies and television shows via a website and video-on-demand transmission services; educational and entertainment services, 

namely, providing interactive online television series and movies; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging and conducting live 

interactive treasure hunt games; interactive entertainment, namely, arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment event; 

entertainment services in the nature of annual Christmas and Halloween events; entertainment services in the nature of escape room 

attractions; interactive entertainment services, namely, obstacle courses, shows, and music experiences; interactive entertainment services, 

namely, presenting live cosplay entertainment events; entertainment services, namely, providing online virtual environments in which users 

can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting special events at an 

amusement park; entertainment services in the nature of organizing and conducting exhibitions, conferences, and conventions in the fields of 

entertainment, film, television, television and film characters, music, and celebrities; organizing and conducting community festivals 

featuring a variety of activities, namely, music, art, food, film, television, theater, drama, dance, live musical performances, speakers, 

celebrity appearances, and cultural exhibitions and activities; providing online non- downloadable comic books and graphic novels; radio 

entertainment services; production and distribution of radio programs and sound recordings; entertainment services, namely, providing 

podcasts in the field of television and film entertainment; production of podcasts; providing online music, not downloadable. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:                          
  

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16311.20    FILING DATE: 16th June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR:  Ragasa Industrias, S.A. de C.V., of Av. Dr. José Eleuterio González 2815, Col. Mitras Norte, C.P. 64320, Monterrey, 

Nuevo León, México 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for oils for food; fats for food; edible fats; edible oils. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the word “SANO”, when translated to English is “HEALTHY”. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “SANO”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK:               CFE(8): 26.4.2,18; 29.1.1           

  

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16312.20    FILING DATE: 16th June, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR:  Ragasa Industrias, S.A. de C.V., of Av. Dr. José Eleuterio González 2815, Col. Mitras Norte, C.P. 64320, Monterrey, 

Nuevo León, México 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for oils for food; fats for food; edible fats; edible oil. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the word “SANO”, when translated to English is “HEALTHY”. 

 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “SANO”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:        CFE(8):26.11.2,1 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16367.20         FILING DATE: 14th day of July, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC., of Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London, WC2R 2PG, United 

Kingdom 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, namely, chewing tobacco, smoking 

tobacco, leaf tobacco, hand rolling tobacco; tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigars; cigarillos; lighters; matches; smokers’ 

articles, namely, filter tubes, ashtrays not of precious metal, tobacco pipes, cigarette holders, humidors, cigar cutters, tobacco pouches; 

cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into 

cigarette tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; cartridges sold filled with chemical flavorings in liquid form for electronic 

cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation and devices for heating 
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tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarette cases; cigarette 

boxes; tobacco powder, namely, snus; tobacco free oral nicotine pouches, not for medical use; oral vaporizers for smoking purposes. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation ( Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive,  Belize City, 

Belize 

  

 

MARK:    Medabots                      

  

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16404.20   FILING DATE: 13th August, 2020 

 

PROPRIETOR:  IMAGINEER CO., LTD., of  7-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinkuju-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computers; computer peripheral devices; computer programs, recorded; encoded magnetic cards; 

computer game software, recorded; computer game software, downloadable; downloadable and recorded video game programs for home 

video game machines; integrated circuits; multimedia software recorded on CD-ROM featuring hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; 

phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; 

computer software applications, downloadable for mobile devices; 41 for game services provided online from a computer network; provision 

of information relating to electronic games provided via the Internet; providing information relating to on-line games services provided via 

the Internet; providing amusement facilities. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

PRIOTIY: Priority claim is on the basis on an application filed on the 17th day of March, 2020 under number 2020-028870 in Japan. 

 

 

MARK:          CFE(8):26.11.1,8;26.13.25;26.11.1,8 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16419.20          FILING DATE: 26th August, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: TERANA, S.A., of HERSCHEL No. 54, COL. ANZURES, C.P. 11590, MEXICO 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for coffee; tea bags; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice; tapioca; sago; edible flour; cereals preparations; 

bread rolls; pastries; ice cream; powdered sugar; honey; yeast for use as an ingredient in foods; baking powder; cooking salt; mustard; 

vinegar; sauces [condiments]; spices; edible ices. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK: SARAWAX          
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16450.20          FILING DATE: 11th September, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Shell Brands International AG, of Baarermatte, 6340 Baar, Switzerland   

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for carburants; gas oil; dust absorbing compositions; dust laying compositions; fuel; industrial grease; 

industrial oil; industrial wax; lubricants; lubricating greases; lubricating oil; petrol; wax [raw material]. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
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AGENT: Dujon & Dujon, Attorneys-at-Law, of 24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 

 

MARK:       CFE(8):29.1.1;26.1.1,18 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16461.20          FILING DATE: 14th September, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: De Roblin, Inc., of 17011 Green Drive, City of Industry, California, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 41 for educational services; arranging and conducting of training courses in the field of cosmetology; 

arranging and conducting of live and on-line seminars and workshops in the field of cosmetology; organization of competitions [education or 

entertainment]; 44 for beauty salon services, namely, nail care, hair salon services, manicure and pedicure services; beauty spa services, 

namely, cosmetic body care. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the word “MIA”, which is in the Italian language, when translated to English is “MY”. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:       CFE(8):26.11.3,12 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16526.20          FILING DATE: 7th October, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Químicos y Lubricantes, S.A., of Anillo Periférico 17-36, zona 11, Guatemala City 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for preparation for killing weed; antiparasitic preparations for killing harmful fungicides, insecticides, 

herbicides and pesticides. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK:          CFE(8):27.5.4 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16552.20          FILING DATE: 29th October, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD., of No. 48 Jiadong South Road Jiaozup, Henan, China 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; bicycle tyres; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; pneumatic 

tires; solid tires for vehicle wheels; spare wheel covers; automobile tires [tyres]; inner tubes for bicycle tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; 

tires for vehicle wheels. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The transliteration of the Chinese characters  is “FENG SHEN LV SE LUN TAI” which means “Aeolus Green Tyre”. 
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DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “Tyre”, separately and part from the mark as 

shown. 

 

AGENT: Dujon & Dujon, Attorneys at Law, of 24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 

 

MARK: GLAXOSMITHKLINE     
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16588.20                  FILING DATE: 18th November, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: SmithKline Beecham Limited, of 980 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9GS, England 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES):  35 for promotional and advertising services; online advertising and promotional services; television 

advertising; internet advertising services; providing consumer information in the field of pharmaceutical, medical, healthcare and fitness 

products through an on-line computer network; retail and wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 

medical supplies; retail and wholesale services for pharmaceuticals; 41  for educational services, namely, providing classes, workshops and 

seminars, in the field of pharmaceutical, diagnostic, vaccines, proprietary medicines, health, medical, toiletries, skin care and cosmetic 

industries; educational services, namely, providing of training in relation to smoking control and smoking cessation; educational services, 

namely, providing classes, workshops and seminars, in the field of weight loss, diet, nutrition and fitness; 42 for scientific research for 

medical and healthcare purposes; 44 for medical, hygienic and beauty care; healthcare services; provision of medical information and 

services; providing medical and healthcare information provided to patients and healthcare professionals concerning pharmaceutical 

products, vaccines, medical diseases and disorders and related treatments via the Internet; medical services, namely, gene and cell therapy; 

medical and psychological counselling services; medical and health care services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 

 

 

MARK:                CFE(8):26.3.1,7;29.1.1 

 

COLOR CLAIM: Orange, pantone code number 1505 and white 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16590.20                  FILING DATE: 18th November, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: SmithKline Beecham Limited, of 980 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9GS, England 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for promotional and advertising services; online advertising and promotional services; television 

advertising; internet advertising services; providing consumer information in the field of pharmaceutical, medical, healthcare and fitness 

products through an on-line computer network; retail and wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 

medical supplies; retail and wholesale services for pharmaceuticals; 41  for educational services, namely, providing classes, workshops and 

seminars, in the field of pharmaceutical, diagnostic, vaccines, proprietary medicines, health, medical, toiletries, skin care and cosmetic 

industries; educational services, namely, providing of training in relation to smoking control and smoking cessation; educational services, 

namely, providing classes, workshops and seminars, in the field of weight loss, diet, nutrition and fitness; 42 for scientific research for 

medical and healthcare purposes; 44 for medical, hygienic and beauty care; healthcare services; provision of medical information and 

services; providing medical and healthcare information provided to patients and healthcare professionals concerning pharmaceutical 

products, vaccines, medical diseases and disorders and related treatments via the Internet; medical services, namely, gene and cell therapy; 

medical and psychological counselling services; medical and health care services. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 
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MARK: INSUGEN 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16611.20          FILING DATE: 27th November, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: Biocon Biologics Limited, of Biocon House, Ground Floor, Tower - 3, Semicon Park, Electronic City, Phase – II, Hosur 

Road, Bengaluru, Karnataka – 560100, India 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceuticals, namely, capsules for medicines, chemical preparations for medical purposes, 

drugs for medical purposes, isotopes for medical purposes, medicinal infusions, medicinal drinks; veterinary preparations; food for babies; 

dietary supplements for animals; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; 10 for surgical, medical, dental 

and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; massage apparatus. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

  

 

MARK:        CFE(8):26.11.1,12;29.1.3 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16675.20          FILING DATE: 23rd December, 2020 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC., of 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington DE 19808-

1674, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products, 

namely, smoking tobacco, leaf tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff, and hand rolling tobacco; tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; 

cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smokers’ articles, namely, filter tubes, cigar relighting liquid solution, cigarette 

lighters not of precious metal, ashtrays not of precious metal, tobacco pipes, cigarette holders, humidors, cigar cutters, tobacco pouches, 

pocket machine for rolling cigarettes; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held 

machines for injecting tobacco into cigarette tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; 

devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation and devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 

  

MARK:      

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16720.21         FILING DATE: 19th January, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: De Roblin, Inc., of 17011 Green Drive, City of Industry, California United States of America 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 11 for ultraviolet gel manicure lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; ultraviolet and 

LED sterilizers; LED nail drying apparatus; heating apparatus, electric. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the word “MIA”, which is in the Italian language, when translated to English is “MY”. 

 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive., Belize City, Belize 
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MARK: LOVE THE NOW 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16775.21          FILING DATE: 17th February, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC., of 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington DE 19808-

1674, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products, 

namely, smoking tobacco, leaf tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff, tobacco powder, namely, snus, pipe tobacco, and hand rolling tobacco; 

tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smoker’s articles, namely, filter 

tubes, cigar relighting liquid solution, cigarette lighters not of precious metal, matches, ashtrays not of precious metal, cigarette holders, 

humidors, cigar cutters, tobacco pouches, pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket 

apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand-held machines for injecting tobacco into cigarette tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; 

liquids for electronic cigarettes, namely, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being 

heated but not burned, namely, devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation and devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the 

purpose of inhalation. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive,  Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK:        CFE(8):26.4.2;29.1.4 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16776.21          FILING DATE: 17th February, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC., of 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 100, Wilmington DE 19808-

1674, United States of America 

   

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products, 

namely, smoking tobacco, leaf tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff, tobacco powder, namely, snus, pipe tobacco, and hand rolling tobacco; 

tobacco substitutes [not for medical purposes]; cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smoker’s articles, namely, filter 

tubes, cigar relighting liquid solution, cigarette lighters not of precious metal, matches, ashtrays not of precious metal, cigarette holders, 

humidors, cigar cutters, tobacco pouches, pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket 

apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand-held machines for injecting tobacco into cigarette tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; 

liquids for electronic cigarettes, namely, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being 

heated but not burned, namely, devices for heating tobacco for the purpose of inhalation and devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the 

purpose of inhalation. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive,  Belize City, 

Belize 

 

MARK:          CFE(8):26.3.23 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16789.21          FILING DATE: 18th February, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: TRANSFERWISE LIMITED, of 6th Floor, Tea Building 56 Shoreditch Hight Street, London, United Kingsonm E1 6JJ 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable computer software platforms for banking and processing foreign currency payments; 

magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded debit cards; 36 for banking services; credit bureau services; debit account services 

featuring software applications and physical debit cards; debit card transaction processing services; financial advice; financial analysis and 
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research services; financial credit scoring services; financial services, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency, commodities, 

financial derivatives, interest rate products, and equities via the internet and intranet systems; payment processing services in the field of bill 

payments; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic 

payments; providing financial information; 42 for providing on-line non-downloadable software for banking and providing access to multi-

currency banking accounts, applying for bank cards and debit cards, and processing foreign currency transactions. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (Belize) Limited, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 

 

MARK:          CFE(8):26.3.23 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16790.21          FILING DATE: 18th February, 2021 

  

PROPRIETOR: TRANSFERWISE LIMITED, of 6th Floor, Tea Building 56 Shoreditch Hight Street, London, United Kingsonm E1 6JJ 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable computer software platforms for banking and processing foreign currency payments; 

magnetically encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded debit cards; 36 for banking services; credit bureau services; debit account services 

featuring software applications and physical debit cards; debit card transaction processing services; financial advice; financial analysis and 

research services; financial credit scoring services; financial services, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency, commodities, 

financial derivatives, interest rate products, and equities via the internet and intranet systems; payment processing services in the field of bill 

payments; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer, ACH, credit card, debit card, electronic check and electronic 

payments; providing financial information; 42 for providing on-line non-downloadable software for banking and providing access to multi-

currency banking accounts, applying for bank cards and debit cards, and processing foreign currency transactions. 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 

 

AGENT: EPROINT (Belize) Limited, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Be 
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NOTICE OF OPPOSITION 

 
TAKE NOTICE that the Registrar is in receipt of a notice of opposition filed by PUMA SE, (The Opponent), of PUMA WAY 1, 91074 

Herzogenaurach, Germany, against trademark Application No. 16257.20, filed on the 10th day of June, 2020, by PUMA ENERGY 

INTERNATIONAL SA (The Applicant), of Rue de Jargonnant 1, 1207, GENEVA, Switzerland, for the registration of the following 

trademark, as proprietor thereof:  

 

 
The grounds of opposition are as follows: 

1.  The Opponent is the registered proprietor of several trademarks in Belize, including the following: 

 a. Mark No. 8609.14; 

 b. Mark No. 10204.13; 

 c. Mark No. 5084; 

 d. Mark No. 12723.16; 

 e. Mark No. 8580.14; 

 f. Mark No. 5089; 

g. Mark No. 5088. 

2. These marks are all devices marks with the image of the jumping wildcat and are registered in various classes in Belize. 

3.  These marks are used and are well-known in Belize as the marks of the Opponent. 

4. The Opponent is also the registered proprietor of the jumping wildcat device marks and other similar marks which are registered in 

multiple jurisdictions worldwide. 

5. The Opponent uses the said marks and has used the said marks in many countries around the world, including those in North 

America, South America, Central America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa and the Caribbean. The Opponent has used, marketed, 

distributed and traded extensively in goods and products bearing the said marks in numerous territories. The marks are used by the 

Opponent and are well-known internationally as the marks of the Opponent. 

6. The Opponent's marks have gained a reputation in Belize and worldwide and are well-known trademarks, which are entitled to 

protection under the Paris Convention. 

7. The Applicant's trademark is substantially similar and/or identical to the earlier trademarks of the Opponent and the Applicant is 

seeking registration of its trademark in the same classes and for goods or services identical with or similar to those for which the 

Opponent's trademarks are registered and protected as earlier trademarks. 

8. The Opponent's trademarks have gained international recognition and the Applicant's trademark, if registered, is likely to cause 

confusion which may mislead the public into thinking that the marks are associated with or are owned by the same company. 

9. If the Applicant's trademark is registered, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the 

likelihood of association with the Opponent's earlier trademarks. 

10. Such confusion will give rise to the passing off of one mark for the other and would lead the public to believe that the goods 

offered by the Applicant are the goods of the Opponent. 

 

11. The Opponent's earlier trademarks have gained a distinctive character and reputation in Belize and internationally. 

12. The use of the Applicant’s mark will take advantage of and will be detrimental to the distinctive character and repute of the 

Opponent's earlier trademarks. 
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13. The Opponent relies on, inter alia, sections 24, 37, 38 and 61 of the Trade Marks Act, Cap. 257 of the Laws of Belize, 

Revised Edition 2011 and amendments thereto. 

   

14. The Opponent respectfully requests that the Applicant's application for 

registration be refused. 

 

The Applicant is required to submit a response to this notice, to the Registrar, no later than 30 days from the date of publication of this 

notice. 

 

DATED this 15th day of October, 2021. 
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NOTICE OF CHANGE OF AGENT AND ADDRESS FOR SERVICE 

 

   

 
PATENT NUMBER: 764.13      

 

 

PROPRIETOR: NEKTAR THERAPEUTICS 

 

 

NEW REGISTERED AGENT: Arguelles & Company Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The  

                                                  Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  

 

 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: 22th day of September, 2021, for renewal purposes only. 

 

 

 

DATED this 15th day of October, 2021. 

 

 

 
PATENT NUMBER: 764.13      
 

 

PROPRIETOR: AstraZeneca AB  

 

 

NEW REGISTERED AGENT: Arguelles & Company Attorneys-at-Law, of Suite 401, The  

                                                  Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  

 

 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANGE: 22th day of September, 2021, for renewal purposes only. 

 

 

 

DATED this 15th day of October, 2021. 

 

 

 

****************************** 


